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ABSTRACT
INFORMATIVENESS AND THE COMPUTATIONAL
METROLOGY
OF COLLABORATIVE ADAPTIVE SENSOR SYSTEMS
MAY 2011
ANTHONY P. HOPF
B.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Alfred P. DeFonzo
Complex engineered systems evolve, with a tendency toward self-organization,
which can, paradoxically, frustrate the aims of those seeking to develop them. The
systems engineer, seeking to promote the development in the context of changing
and uncertain requirements, is challenged by conceptual gaps that emerge within
engineering projects, particularly as they scale up, that inhibit communication among
the various stakeholders. Overall optimization, involving multiple criterion, is often
expressed in the language of the individual parties, increasing the complexity of the
overall situation, subsuming the participants within the evolution of the complex
engineered system, conflating the objective and subjective in counter productive or
inefficient ways that can arrest healthy development.
The conventional pragmatic systems engineering approach to the resolution of such
situations is to introduce architectural discipline by way of separation of concerns. In
vii
complex engineered systems projects, the crucial interface, at any level of abstraction,
is between the technical domain experts and higher level decision makers. Bridging
the ensuing conceptual gap requires models and methods that provide communication
tools promoting a convergence of the conversation between these parties on a common
”common sense” of the underlying reality of the evolving engineered system. In
the interest of conceptual clarity, we confine our investigation to a restricted, but
important general class of evolving engineered system, information gathering and
utilizing systems. Such systems naturally resolve the underlying domain specific
measures by reduction into common plausible information measures aimed at an
overall sense of informativeness. For concreteness, we further restrict the investigation
and the demonstration to a species that is well documented in the open literature:
weather radar networks, and in particular to the case of the currently emerging system
referred to as CASA.
The multiobjective problem of objectively exploring the high dimensionality of the
decision space is done using multiobjective genetic algorithms (MOGA), specifically
the John Eddy genetic algorithms (JEGA), resulting in well formed Pareto fronts and
sets containing Pareto optimal points within 20% of the ideal point. A visualization
technique ensures a clear separation of the subjective criterion provided by the deci-
sion makers by superficially adding preferences to the objective optimal solutions. To
identify the integrative objective functions and test patterns utilized in the MOGA
analysis, explorations of networked weather radar technologies and configuration are
completed. The explorations identify trends within and between network topologies,
and captures both the robustness and fragility of network based measurements. The
information oriented measures of fusion accuracy and precision are used to evalu-
ate pairs of networked weather radars against a standardized low order vortex test
pattern, resulting in a metrics for characterizing the performance of dual-Doppler
weather radar pairs. To define integrative measures, information oriented measures
viii
abstracting over sensor estimators and parameters used to estimate the radial velocity
and returned signal from distributed targets, specifically precipitation, are shown to
capture the single radar predicted performance against standardized test patterns.
The methodology bridges the conceptual gap, based on plausible information ori-
ented measures, standardized with test patterns, and objectively applied to a concrete
case with high dimensionality, allowed the conversation to converge between the sys-
tems engineer, decision makers, and domain experts. The method is an informative
objective process that can be generalized to enable expansion within the technology
and to other information gathering and utilizing systems and sensor technologies.
ix
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
While it could be argued that all living things are in some sense Information
Gathering and Utilizing Systems, in the current era we have witnessed the emergence
and dominance of mechanized forms of such systems, particularly in digital forms.
These systems include but are not limited to communications systems, surveillance
systems, and financial systems, in fact there are so many digital information gathering
and utilizing systems, that they have become commonplace and taken for granted.
By system we mean a purposeful collection of components that work together to
achieve specific objectives [63]. The Information Gathering and Utilizing Systems are
a species of this genus, differentiated by the purposes, components, and objectives in
the obvious way. Of more immediate interest is the way such mechanized systems
operate.
By phenomena, represented by the blobs in figure 1.1, we mean any observable
events that have an aspect of predictability as a result of being correlated by classical
rules. For example, atmospheric flow, which is correlated by Navier-Stokes rules. In
this example, the phenomenas behavior may be very sensitive to initial conditions as
demonstrated by non-linear numerical weather models used to interpret and predict
their behavior [73]. Observables in the phenomenological blob are put in correspon-
dence with values located in an abstract state, depicted by the structure in figure
1.1. The abstract state can be thought of as a first order structure, an algebra. The
location is purely abstract in the sense of being an association of a value of a function
and an instance of its terms. The observer provides the value. Thus, in any given
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Figure 1.1: Preliminary Theoretical Considerations: Information Gathering and Uti-
lizing Systems. Illustration of abstract state machine storing mutual information
extracted from the self-information of the phenomena.
instance there is a correspondence between the observables of the phenomena and the
values located in the state. As the phenomena evolves, the state is updated to a corre-
sponding state, as shown in the figure. In this way, the evolving of phenomena is put
in correspondence with an evolving algebra by the act of observation. If the evolution
of state is in accordance with rules, it is referred to as an abstract state machine[8],
which may be thought of as a dynamic database. Any given implementation of this
abstract scheme would involve concrete data structures and specific instruments of
observation.
For example, as indicated in figure 1.2, one might parameterize the structure with
indices to create an array. Thus, location would store a value at some tuple of indices.
By keeping the analysis in this abstract form until it is only necessary to refine the
model to more detailed levels in pursuing an implementation, it allows one to capture
the core system at the most natural level of abstraction. The indexing also brings us
immediately to another useful tool:
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the principle of maximum entropy: when we make inferences based
on incomplete information, we should draw them from the probability
distribution that has the maximum entropy permitted by the information
we do have[41].
We see this principle is in accordance with Shannons interpretation of entropy as an
information measure[60]. Because of the practical engineering utility of Shannons
work we will use it to guide our reasoning with respect to the information gathering
process.
The quality of an information gathering system is its informativeness. For digital
systems, a Shannon information oriented approach is natural. In this orientation,
informativeness is associated with the self-information that the system can ultimately
access. When accessed, the self-information is converted into mutual information.
The measures of the phenomenological field accumulated in the dynamic database
are provided by a device, which we call an information oriented sensor. This sensor,
in the most abstract sense as shown in figure 1.3, is comprised of a test charge
and an information channel that measures a physical quantity characteristic of the
phenomena and converts into a signal that provides the values to be read into the
active database. A scene can be comprised of a multiplicity of blobs of phenomenon,
which are accessed through a multiplicity of sensors providing information gathered
into a dynamic database, which can be comprised of a multiplicity of abstract state
machines and sub-machines. The multiplicity of the sensors, at a given instance,
can be configured into a test pattern that captures those aspects of the scene that is
most relevant to a particular application, for purposes of evaluating the utility of a
particular information gathering and utilizing instrument. This abstract conception
enables the computational metrology of such sensor systems.
An example of species of the forgoing information gathering and utilizing system
genus are weather radar networks. Examples of two sub-species are NEXRAD and
CASAs IP1. CASAs IP1 is differentiated from NEXRAD by its higher density of
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Figure 1.2: Representation of a logical space mapped to the physical space.
sensors, highly adaptive and agile distributed scanning capability [50]. This abstract
conception leads to an unconventional view of the radars, which are providers of
sensor deployments for servicing the requests of the abstract state machine. When
viewed from the abstract state machine, which constitutes the phenomenological field,
the information is naturally accumulated from sensor service providers, radars, in the
case of weather radar networks. This abstract conception allows the extension to
other sensor service providers and is naturally integrative about the phenomenon of
interest, and is the core architectural principle.
When a weather radar transmits a pulse in a given direction, thousands of infor-
mation sensors are deployed, corresponding to each test charge at the granularity of
interest, and there are hundreds of pulses per second. These numbers grow rapidly
as the number of radars in the network grows, reflecting the complexity of weather
radar networks. Such complex engineered systems are not designed in one session
using some fixed set of requirements, but rather evolve over generations as a result
of a social process of cooperative competition amongst the various stakeholders, from
project to project. Thus it is reasonable to expect that there is a genetic compo-
nent involving Pareto optimality[54] among the competing designs, which in turn are
influenced by the competing interests of the cooperating stakeholders.
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Figure 1.3: Sensor, in the most abstract sense, is comprised of a test charge and an
information channel that measures a physical quantity characteristic of the phenom-
ena and converts into a signal that provides the values to be read into the active
database.
The forgoing theoretical considerations and insights are those of DeFonzo[21] and
are not part of the scope of this thesis. The work reported here relies on these insights
as a source of heuristics that guide the materialization of these insights in the form
of computational models and methods that support the systems engineering of this
broad class of engineered systems. Of particular interest to the systems engineer on
a given project is the reconciliation of the objective inputs of various domain experts
and subjective inputs of the various decision makers. This is a pragmatic approach.
For this class of systems the first thing we seek is a concrete channel model for the
abstract sensors. The application of information theory to radar was first reported
in the work of Woodward in 1953[72]. The approach remained dormant, reappearing
in 1983 in the thesis by Bell[4] and subsequently developed by Bell[5]. Although Bell
used information for a different purpose than reported here, his channel model, which
is shown in figure 1.4 is adequate for the initial channel models used in the work
reported here.
Systems engineers dealing with complex engineered systems, such as networks of
weather radars, are expected to provide a level of abstraction that captures the entire
5
Figure 1.4: Developed from Bell‘s initial channel model.
system design problem at all levels, so that the various stakeholders can have a com-
mon sense of the system from their viewpoints. Finding the right level of abstraction
can be especially difficult when the engineer is entering the system design at a stage
of evolving from a previous generation. Some stakeholders have a high level view
of the system and are typically involved in providing decisions, while others have a
domain expert view of the components of the system. Modeling the system in a way
that bridges the gap between these view points, there are no computationally based
models or methods that adequately address this conceptual gap. The conceptual gap
results in a communication gap between the stakeholders that frustrates the conver-
gence of the conversation to a common sense of an objective realization of the system.
This is the central problem addressed in this thesis. The approach is based on the
forgoing theoretical considerations, but the thesis is not theoretical. It is pragmatic
and modeling oriented.
To capture the salience of the engineering system, the systems engineer must sep-
arate the domain experts concerns, which are pursuant to providing objective content
from the decision makers concerns, which are pursuant to ensuring that higher level
requirements are satisfied. In our approach we want to avoid the problems of conflat-
ing these separate concerns that results from single objective functions, constructed
from multiple subjectively weighted objective criterion. We use the CASA IP1 case
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as a benchmark to evaluate the effectiveness of the models and method, because of
the ample information regarding the system in the literature. Recasting the domain
experts single weather radar estimators for reflectivity and velocity measurements
into the information oriented measures of bits, aggregation over a network of com-
mon grid points, indexed into abstract data bases, will result in quantities which
offer an objective evaluation of the varying weather, radar, and network parameters.
The higher level decision maker criterion, or preferences, are then used to color the
Pareto optimal designs, further refining the design space for the concerned parties.
These models and methods, capturing the correct level of abstraction provided by
the information oriented measures, is the mechanism that provides the range and
breadth necessary to find a common ground between the stakeholders resulting in
a convergence of conversation over the evolution in the complex engineered system
design.
The first three chapters present three information oriented measures which ab-
stract over the underlying domain experts estimators and parameters, enabling a
higher level of complex systems characterization, exploration and evaluation. Chap-
ter 2 establishes the information oriented measures of reflectivity information, bit
error rate and accuracy, by demonstrating their ability to reflect the estimators and
parameters they abstract over. Chapter 3 presents the information oriented measures
of velocity capacity, information, bit error rate, accuracy and precision, providing
a correspondence between the velocity estimators and the salient parameters of the
weather sensor to the integrative measures of informativeness. Chapter 4 presents the
network information oriented measure of fusion, a metrics for evaluating dual-Doppler
measurement, and test patterns, providing elements of computational metrology to be
utilized in later chapters. In chapter 5 the information oriented measures are put in
concert with test patterns through simulations to explore and provide insight into the
varying configurations of the weather radar networks and technologies. Chapter 6 we
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exploit these insights and present a general method, utilizing the information oriented
measures and models presented in earlier chapters, which enables the acceleration of
the evolution in complex, multi criterion information gathering and utilizing systems.
The final chapter provides the salient features of a method that enables the conver-
gence in conversation, and bridging of the conceptual gap among the stakeholders of
complex engineered systems. Although presented in the context of radar networks,
the information oriented approach is general and extendable to all sorts of complex
information gathering and utilizing systems.
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CHAPTER 2
REFLECTIVITY: INTENSITY
Traditional performance measures of individual radars do not provide the level of
abstraction suitable to the generalization to systems of networked weather sensors.
Chapter 2 introduces the first of three information oriented measures that result in
an approach to abstract over the estimators of reflectivity, radial velocity, and dual-
Doppler and the parameters of the weather sensor network systems that impact these
estimators. In this context, we introduce elements of a computational metrology
that focuses on the general question of standardizing, calibrating and optimizing
weather sensing instrumentation and it’s reduction and abstraction into systems of
distributed information channels for observation of objects and characteristics of fields
of weather through the use of simulations against test patterns. Chapter 2 focuses on
the developing an information oriented measures of that will be use to evaluate the
weather sensor estimate of the intensity returned by the weather phenomenon.
2.1 Simulation of Radar Performance
2.1.1 Test Pattern
Our primary concern is the standardization of the process of remote sensing of
atmospheric fields and objects within them by particular classes of systems. We are
interested in promoting technologies for the systematic wide spread low cost produc-
tion and disseminating information as a product of remote near ground observations.
Test patterns serve several purposes . They provide what is representative and signif-
icant in a scene in order to test the performance of the observation instrument, which
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in this instance is one or more remote sensor subsystems working alone or in concert.
When such instruments are used as a means of production of goods or services, the
test patterns become technology standards . At another level, a test patterns embod-
ies a model that poses a particular statistical detection and identification problem,
both from the perspective of synthesis and analysis. A low order model test pattern
for characterizing the performance of radar in detecting low precipitation is shown
in figure 2.1. The test pattern has a range dependent reflectivity, Ze, and a uniform
velocity dispersion spectrum width and zero mean velocity. The minimum detectable
reflectivity for a weather radar having the parameters in table 2.1 is co-plotted in
figure 2.1.
The test pattern used to quantify the information oriented measures is composed of
a reflectivity gradient in range, position 10km due north of the sensor. The reflectivity
gradient is shown in figure 2.1. While the components of the velocity are set to
zero, there is a fading component added to the scene to model correlation between
samples[66]. The fading statistics are modeled by a normal Gaussian distribution with
mean zero and variance of 1m/s. The figure also contains the minimum detectable
signal Zmin over the range of the test pattern for the sensor with parameters given in
table 2.1.
2.1.2 Reflectivity Information
We define reflectivity information as the quantity, in bits, available between the
sensor and the illuminated volume for a given intensity. The application of informa-
tion to single radar sensor began in 1953 when Woodward applied Shannon’s theory
of information and channel capacity [60] to single radar sensing and was further ex-
tended to waveform design [5]. In this chapter we are primarily interested in the
amount of information available in the intensity of the volume scatterers in our test
patterns. The large number of hydrometeors, by way of the central limit theorem,
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can be modeled as a gaussian random process where the real and imaginary part of
the received signal have a gaussian distribution within zero mean [29].
The radar range equation captures the dominant radar design parameters [61]
and has been extended to weather radar [29],[66], and [11]. Equation (2.1) relates the
mean weather signal power Ps to the characteristics of the weather radar, for more
details and derivations see [29].
Ps =
[
PtG
2
λ2(4pi)3
] [
cτθ23dB
2 ∗ 8 ln 2
] [
pi5KwZe
α2r2
]
(2.1)
Equation (2.1) shows that the mean power plus noise returned from the volume
distributed hydrometeors using a pulsed radar is related to the transmit power Pt,
gain G, wavelength λ, volume illuminated
[
cτθ23dB
2∗8 ln 2
]
, equivalent reflectivity Ze, one way
attenuation α, and range from the radar r. Using the model derived in [29], the least
squares fit to logarithms of the Burrows and Attwood data[14], the on-way, specific
attenuation can be calculated for a given rain rate at X-band frequencies.1
The amount of information given by the large number of hydrometers is given by
the capacity, maximum mutual information, of a band-limited additive white gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel[18]. Equation (2.2) recasts the weather sensor parameters in
bits, where Ps is the mean signal power returned by the hydrometers, No is the noise
of the radar receiver, and Ni and Nc depend on the inherent statistics of the test
pattern.
Ir = log2
(
1 +
Ps
√
NiNc
No
)
(2.2)
where the number of independent samples is defined as the dwell time, DT , divided
by the coherence time, TD, of the radar volume,
1The Laws and Parsons[45] drop size distribution is assumed, Z(dBZ) = 10 log10
(
400R1.4
)
. Rain
rate, R, is in units of millimeters per hour
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Figure 2.1: Reflectivity Profile of the test pattern used to demonstrate the informa-
tion, BER and accuracy measured by the sensor with parameters given in table 2.1.
The test pattern is 10km in length, 5km in width and 2km in height. The gradient in
reflectivity is a function of range and does not vary with height. The components of
velocity are set to zero, except for a effective spectrum width of 1m/s added uniformly
over the domain.
NI =
DT
TD
(2.3)
The number of coherent samples is given by the product of the coherency time
and the pulse repetition frequency (PRF),
NC = TDPRF (2.4)
The coherency time is found by evaluating the correlation coefficient of the Gaus-
sian autocorrelation function, ρ(t) = e−(
4pitσv
λ )
2
, at e−1[11],
TD =
λ
2
√
2piσv
(2.5)
the coherency time of the radar volume is dependent on the wavelength of the weather
sensor, λ, and the spectrum width, σv of the radar volume.
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2.1.2.1 Sensor Parameterization
The weather radar sensor is used to illuminate the test pattern, effectively creating
channels to aggregate the available information. The amount of available information
seen in the test pattern, or weather, will be a function of the weather phenomenon and
the radars ability to create the channels for information aggregation. Since, outside
of our simulation, we cannot control the weather we can only adjust the parameters
of the weather sensor to improve the networks capabilities to extract the maximum
information from the scene. To do this we will utilize radar models developed and
refined by the radar and weather community over the past 50 years. Equation (2.1)
relates the mean weather signal power Ps to the characteristics of the weather radar.
For the simulation described in this paper an X-band mechanically scanned weather
radar with the parameters listed in table 2.1 is used.
System Parameter Unit Value
Operating Frequency GHz 9.41
Peak Power kW 12.5
Range Resolution m 100
PRF kHz 2.4
Gain dB 39
θ3dB deg 2
φ3dB deg 2
Noise Figure dB <5.5
Table 2.1: Radar Parameters
2.1.2.2 Reflectivity Estimation Error
The measurement of the intensity, received power, from a large number of ran-
domly distributed volume targets each shifting in space is done by estimation. The
error in this estimation is determined by the knowledge of the statics of the scatters
and the noise of the system. The larger the error estimate, the higher the number of
erroneous bits will be aggregated. To model this dependency on the statistics of the
weather and noise we use (2.6), the relative standard deviation of the signal power
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after the subtraction of noise [66]. The samples of the weather taken by the sensor
are broken into correlated and de correlated sample, each having their own impact on
the error of the estimate. The total number of samples at a given sensing volume are
determined by the dwell time and the pulse repetition time. The correlation between
the samples is determined by the statistics of the weather. Independence between
the samples are used to reduce the error in the estimate, while correlated samples are
used to improve the signal to noise ratio of the measurement. We define the correlated
samples, Nc, and the independent samples, Ni in (2.6) below. The final parameter
in (2.6), AD, contains the independent samples introduced by the analog to digital
converter (personal discussion with Dr. Stephen Frasier). The error in the estimate
of the signal power is proportional to the error in the estimate of reflectivity and is
given by 10log10
(
1 + σd
Ps
)
and is shown in figure 2.2 as a function of spectrum width
normalized to the unambiguous velocity for a range of signal to noise ratios[29].
σd
Ps
=
√
1
Ni
(
1 +
No
PsNc
)2
+
1
NiAD
(
No
PsNc
)2
(2.6)
Figure 2.2: Standard Deviation of Reflectivity as a function of normalized spectrum
width for six cases of SNR.
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2.1.3 Bit Error Rate
The standard measure of the performance of the reflectivity channel under the
presence of noise is the bit error rate (BERr) [60]. The BERr is calculated by
taking the ratio of bit errors received over the channel divided by the total number of
information bits. In our case the BERr is determined by the quality of the estimate,
given by (2.6). The total error bits within a sample volume is given in the numerator
of (2.9), with the denominator given by (2.2). Figure 2.3 shows the trends for BERr
in percent as a function of normalized spectrum width. The figure shows that the
BERr approaches saturation at high SNR and shows high BERr as SNR decreases.
The reflectivity error bits, Irerr , is given by the difference in the reflectivity in-
formation, (2.2), and the reflectivity information with the added entropy, I(r+σdPs )
,
introduced by the error in the estimator of the power, given in (2.6),
Irerr = Ir − I(r+σdPs )
= log2
(
1 +
Ps
√
NiNc
No
)
− log2
1 + Ps√NiNc
No ×
(
1 + σd
Ps
)

through simple algebraic manipulation,
= log2
 1 + Ps√NiNcNo
1 + Ps
√
NiNc
No×(1+σdPs )
 (2.7)
The BERr is defined as,
BERr =
Irerr
Ir
(2.8)
combining equations (2.2) and (2.7),
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Figure 2.3: BERr in percent as a function of normalized spectrum width for six cases
of SNR.
BERr =
log2
 1+Ps√NiNcNo
1+
Ps
√
NiNc
No×(1+σdPs )

log2
(
1 + Ps
√
NiNc
No
) (2.9)
2.1.4 Accuracy
Our final quantitative measure of the weather sensors individually and as a net-
work for the refectivity channel is the refletivity accuracy (Ar). Accuracy is a measure
of the closeness of the measurement to its actual value[64]. Our primary interest is
in the relationship between the Ar and BERr, given in (2.10) as one minus the ratio
of the information containing errors to the total number of bits. We use accuracy
as a way of determining the quality of the information. Figure 5.1 shows trends for
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Figure 2.4: Accuracy (Ar) in percent as a function of normalized spectrum width for
six cases of SNR.
accuracy as a function of normalized spectrum width. As expected from (2.10) we
see the accuracy improve with and increased number of independent samples and as
the SNR increases.
Ar = 1−BERr (2.10)
2.1.5 Simulator
The simulator propagates the radar sensing volume keeping track of the reflectivity
and projected radial velocity associated with each common grid point. Stepping
through the volumes the average attenuation at each range bin is calculated and
applied to (2.1). The radial velocity, vr is calculated by projection of the components
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along the x-axis, u, y-axis, v, and z-axis, w, corresponding to northern, eastern and
vertical pointing directions in the network, respectively.
vr = u sin(γ) cos(φ) + v cos(γ) cos(φ) + (w + wt) sin(φ) (2.11)
where γ is the azimuth angle measure clockwise from north, φ is the elevation angle,
and vertical component of the wind due to the terminal velocity of the hydrometeors,
wt is negligible for the case considered.
Three values of pulse sample are calculated at each range bin: power, power
weighted average radial velocity, and power weighted velocity variance. We use a well
established technique for power weighting the contribution of velocities at each range
bin[29, 48, 46, 70, 55],
v¯r =
I∑
i
Pivi
I∑
i
Pi
(2.12)
σv =
I∑
i
Piv
2
i
I∑
i
Pi
− v¯2r (2.13)
where I is the total number of common grid points sampled in the resolution volume,
vi is the radial velocity of the i
th common grid point, and Pi is the power returned from
ith common grid point weighted by functions for range and beam width are applied
to the calculation of power and power weighted velocity and spectrum width[29].
The summation is over the common grid points within the radar resolution volume,
consistent with the techniques used in [29, 48, 46, 70, 55]. The range weighting
function is approximated with a Gaussian function centered around the desired range
ro,
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|W (r)|2 = exp
[
−(r − ro)
2
2σ2r
]
(2.14)
with σr = 0.35∆r, where ∆r =
cτ
2
is the range resolution given by the radar parame-
ters. The antenna weighting function is also approximated by a gaussian function[11],
f(θaz − θo, φel − φo) = exp
{
−4 ln(2)
[
(θaz − θo)2
θ23dB
+
(φel − φo)2
φ23dB
]}
(2.15)
where θ3dB and φ3dB are the 3-dB beamwidths of the antenna and θo and φo are
the center of the radar sensing volume. The resulting range-beam weighted power is
summed over the I scatters,
Pr(ro) =
[
PtG
2
λ2(4pi)3
] I∑
i
Zeif
2
i (θaz − θo, φel − φo)|Wi(r)|2
α2r2i
(2.16)
where all the subscripts i refer to the each finite element in the weather sensor volume.
2.1.6 Simulation Results
Using the simulator and the information models above we can calculate the re-
flectivity information, Ir, bit error rate, BERr and accuracy, Ar, of a sensor with the
parameters given in table 2.1 deployed 10km south of the test pattern described in
section 2.1.1. The results of the simulation are summarized in figure 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7.
Each figure is a single radial lowest scan angle of 1 degree in elevation.
2.2 Discussion
Shannon’s definition of maximum channel capacity, maximum mutual informa-
tion, for a band limited additive white Gaussian channel, is written in a form that
captures the dominant radar design parameters. The weather is made up of a large
number of uniformly distributed scatterers. The central limit theorem states that
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Figure 2.5: Simulated weather sensor radial of Reflectivity Mutual Information in bits
as a function of range over the test pattern for three values of number of samples.
The single pulse SNR is given as a reference on the right hand ordinate axis.
a large number of independent random variables tends to have a Gaussian distribu-
tion. The echos from the random location of the hydrometeors within the resolution
volume produce return voltages with Gaussian distributed, zero mean real and imag-
inary components. The receiver noise is also modeled by a voltage having real and
imaginary components with zero mean Gaussian distributions. The weather radar
equation relates the mean power of the return voltages to the dominant weather
radar parameters. The reflectivity mutual information captures the radar parameters
in the information quantity of bits.
The returned power spectrum of the uniform reflectivity field, in most cases can be
approximated by a Gaussian function[29]. The corresponding autocorrelation func-
tion can also be assumed to be Gaussian and is used to calculate the coherence time
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Figure 2.6: Simulated weather sensor radial of Standard Deviation of Ze (dB) as a
function of range over the test pattern for three values of number of samples. The
single pulse SNR is given as a reference on the right hand ordinate axis.
of the received signals. The effective number of independent samples is calculated
by evaluating the correlation coefficient of the Gaussian autocorrelation function at
e−1, resulting in (2.5). The coherency time is dependent on the parameters of the
radar, λ, and the parameters of the test pattern, σv. Reflectivity mutual information
captures the underlying statistics of the weather, modeled by the test pattern.
The information oriented measure of reflectivity bit error rate, BERr, abstract
over the sensor estimator and parameters, providing a measure of reflectivity infor-
mation quality. The error in the estimate of the power, relative standard deviation,
depends on the statistics of the weather and the parameters of the weather sensor.
There are two ways, without altering the parameter of the radar, that the error can
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Figure 2.7: Simulated weather sensor radial of Accuracy and BER in percent as a
function of range over the test pattern for three values of number of samples. The
single pulse SNR is given as a reference on the right hand ordinate axis.
be improved; increasing the dwell time resulting in more samples of the scene, and
subtracting a well known estimate of the noise from the receiver signal. Both of these
techniques are captured in (2.6). The error in the estimate of the signal results in
entropy in the calculation of the reflectivity mutual information. The effect of added
entropy is modeled in the second term of the equation for reflectivity error bits, Irerr
in (2.7). The increased error in the estimate causes added entropy to the measure-
ment, resulting in less information extracted from the self-information of the scene.
Dividing the number of erroneous bits by the total number of bits extracted deter-
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mines the bit error rate. The quality of the information is then given by the accuracy
in (2.10).
The information measures of bit error rate and accuracy for reflectivity informa-
tion show comparable trends to the trends of standard deviation of the estimate of the
reflectivity. The standard deviation of the estimate of the reflectivity, the bit error
rate of reflectivity information, and the accuracy of reflectivity information are given
in figures 2.2, 2.3, and 5.1, respectively. The figures show that the information ori-
ented quantities saturate at signal to noise ratios greater than 10dB, regardless of the
normalized spectrum width. The information quantities also match the breakdown
of the estimator of the reflectivity between an SNR of -5 and -10 dB.
The simulation shows that reflectivity mutual information is sensitive to changes
in the reflectivity over the test pattern and in varying dwell time of the weather
sensor. Figure 2.5 illustrates that the reflectivity mutual information mirrors the
trend of the simulated weather sensor SNR and of the reflectivity profile over the
test pattern. The figure also shows that as the dwell time increases, increasing the
number of samples, the reflectivity information also increases. A ten times increase
in samples results in a 2 bit increase in information for this weather sensor and test
pattern. Figures 2.6 and 2.7, also show that bit error rate, accuracy, and the standard
deviation of the reflectivity estimate all begin to saturate for SNR great than 10dB
at the edges of the test pattern. The standard deviation of the estimate of reflectivity
and reflectivity accuracy, shown in figures 2.6 and 2.7 respectively, improve with
increased samples, increasing the reflectivity information and extending the accuracy
of the weather sensor by lengthening the dwell time. The simulated information
measures, through the use of standard entropy measures, recast the weather sensors
estimators and parameters into information-oriented quantities.
The good correspondence between intensity information oriented measures and
the signal-to-noise and relative error estimates of the signal power, results in the
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information oriented measures capability to evaluate the performance of a single sen-
sor. The important characteristic of entropy, additivity, will be used to aggregate
over the information measures of multiple sensors, extending the evaluation from a
single weather sensor to networks of weather sensors.
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CHAPTER 3
RADIAL VELOCITY: FLOW
Doppler radar systems are the primary means of observing weather related flows
in the atmosphere[29]. Chapter 2 showed that casting the performance terms into in-
formation oriented measures can facilitate the characterization of such systems when
used to sense the intensity of precipitation. Information oriented measures are also ex-
tendable to characterizing such systems when used to sense atmospheric flows marked
by precipitation or debris. The first moment of the Doppler spectrum is estimated by
the power weighted mean and the second moment is estimated by the power weighted
velocity spectrum width[29]. The Doppler shift is a radial measurement of the vector
wind field projected onto the radial of the weather sensor causing a Doppler frequency
shift over the many scatters. The shift and spread in the shift is then estimated with
one of two well-characterized estimators, auto-covariance(pulse-pair processing) or
spectral processing estimators. In this chapter we will define information-oriented
measures to abstract over the auto-covariance estimators of radial wind estimates for
the evaluation of single weather sensors, which will be extended to the evaluation of
networks of weather sensors in later chapters.
3.1 Simulation of Radar Performance
The conventional pulsed Doppler weather radar make estimates of the first three
moments of the Doppler spectrum, echo power, mean Doppler velocity, and spectrum
width, to supply a remote observation of the weather statistics[29]. In chapter 2,
the relationship between reflectivity information, BER, accuracy, and precision and
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the zeroth moment, echo power, was established as a measure used to compare the
performance of different configurations of networked radars. This chapters goal is
to establish a similar relationship between velocity capacity, information, BER, ac-
curacy, and precision and the first two moments of the Doppler velocity spectrum,
mean velocity and the spectrum width. The velocity informativeness will result in
an information oriented methodology that will give measures of the velocity capacity,
Ivcap , velocity information, Iv, bit-error-rates for mean velocity and spectrum width,
BERvˆr and BERσˆv , and accuracy and precision, Avˆr and Pvˆr , provided by the weather
radars.
3.1.1 Test Pattern
A test pattern to characterize the performance of a radar to detect the radial com-
ponent of the velocity is shown in figure 3.1. To emphasize developing the concepts
of informativeness, bit error rate (BER) and accuracy a range dependent gradient on
Ze with varying spectrum width are assumed. The test pattern is characterized by
the reflectivity (Ze), vector components of the velocity (u,v, and w), and isotropic
turbulence at each common grid point. The variation of the velocity with time is
simulated by placing a vector at the tip of each velocity vector in the test pattern, in-
troducing a random phase and magnitude to each component. The model here is that
the hydrometers and the view of the hydrometers is moving along with the turbulent
flow. Although these results are based on simulation where Lagrangian statistics [16]
dominate, where this may not be the case there are correction factors that can be
applied [1]. The radial component scene by the radar is then the projection of the
simulated velocity field on the ray, given by (2.11).
3.1.2 Velocity Informativeness
The Doppler Spectrum of the signal is a power weighted distribution of the radial
velocities of the scatterers, where the power weighting is a function of the reflectivity
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Figure 3.1: Reflectivity Profile of the test pattern used to demonstrate the infor-
mation, BER and accuracy measured by the sensor with parameters given in table
2.1. The test pattern is 10km in length, 5km in width and 2km in height. The
gradient in reflectivity is a function of range and does not vary with height. The
radial component of velocity is determined by the spectrum width added uniformly
over the domain. Inlaid is a representation of the Gaussian turbulence model. The
Information Capacity is plotted on the right hand ordinate axis.
of the scatters and the parameters of the weather sensor. The first moment of the
Doppler Spectrum can be estimated by the power weighted mean and the second
moment can be estimated by the power weighted velocity spectrum width, described
in section 2.1.5. In order to evaluate this estimate in terms of the parameters of
the weather sensor, we’ve established the noiseless velocity channel. The velocity
information capacity of the noiseless velocity channel is the log2 of the set of symbols
represented in the channel [62]. The set of symbols, Nv =
2∗vun
∆v
is proportional to the
unambiguous velocity divided by ∆v.
The velocity binwidths, ∆v, are equal to the minimum resolvable phase measure-
ment, which is a function of the intensity received, statistics of the weather and the
inherent noise in the system. This is given by (3.3). The first terms of this equation
relate the mean phase change of the scatters to the parameters of the sensor, specif-
ically wavelength, λ and pulse repetition time, Ts. Because Doppler weather radars
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are limited to the unambiguous velocity defined by both the pulsing scheme and the
wavelength of the radar[29], we also limit the noiseless channel to this unambiguous
velocity range, vun = ± λ4Ts . The velocity channel capacity is then given as the loga-
rithm base two of the unambiguous velocity range divided by the velocity bin width,
(3.1).
Ivcap = log2
(
2 ∗ vun
∆vr
)
(3.1)
The binwidth, ∆v, defined by the phase noise, is assume dominated by the receiver
root mean square noise,
tan ∆φ =
Vnrms
V s
∆φ = tan−1
(
Vnrms
V s
)
rearranging and substituting for signal and noise power,
∆φ = tan−1
(√
Pn
2Ps
)
where,
∆φ =
4piTs
λ
∆vr (3.2)
Taking into considerations the phase measurement can be characterized over mul-
tiple pulses we arrive at (3.3).
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Figure 3.2: Velocity Channel Information Capacity as a function of normalized spec-
trum width for four cases of SNR.
∆v =
λ
4piTs
tan−1
(√
1
2Nc
√
NiSNR
)
(3.3)
where the variables Ni and Nc depend on the inherent statistics of the test pattern,
defined in [25]. Figure 3.2 shows the dependence that information capacity has on
spectrum width for four cases of signal to noise ratio (SNR). Although the spectrum
impacts the information capacity, the dominating factor is the SNR.
3.1.3 Mean and Spectrum Width Velocity Information
The next quantity to be defined is the information associated with the estimate of
the mean and variance over the velocity channel. The velocity mutual information,
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Iv, not be confused with the velocity channel capacity, is defined as the informa-
tion available after introducing the entropy associated with the distribution being
sensed, mutual information[18], referred to from here on as the velocity information.
Assuming the Doppler spectrum has a Gaussian distribution we define the velocity
information in terms of maximum entropy [18], where the mean and the spectrum
width can be known to within the entropy of measured distribution. Without loss
of generality, we approximate the Doppler spectrum as a uniform distribution with
width two times the measured spectrum width. The mutual information of the ve-
locity channel is given in (3.16) as the velocity channel capacity minus the entropy
associated with measured distribution, giving the mutual information. The entropy
in the measure distribution is estimated by the log2 of two times the measured spec-
trum width divided by the binwidth, ∆v. The mutual information of two random
variables X and Y is defined as[18],
I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) (3.4)
If X is uniformly distributed over 2vun,
p(x) =

∆v
2vun
x ∈ [−vun, vun]
0 otherwise
(3.5)
where,
Nv =
2vun
∆v
(3.6)
The entropy H(X) of a discrete random variable X:
H(X) = −
∑
x∈X
p(x) log2 p(x) (3.7)
Evaluating the entropy, H(X),
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H(X) = −
Nv∑
i=1
p(xi) log2 p(xi)
= −Nv
[
1
Nv
log2
1
Nv
]
(3.8)
= log2Nv (3.9)
resulting in the velocity information capacity, Ivcap .
The conditional entropy H(X|Y ) is:
H(X|Y ) = −
∑
y∈Y
p(y)H(X|Y = y) (3.10)
= −
∑
y∈Y
p(y)
∑
x∈X
p(x|y) log2 p(x|y) (3.11)
The received signal distribution, Y, is uniformly distributed over a subset of bins
in the noiseless channel, where b− a = 2σˆv is the width of the distribution.
p(y) =

∆v
b−a y ∈ [a, b]
0 otherwise
(3.12)
if Y ∈ X, the case when the velocity distribution falls within the unambiguous range
of the weather sensor, then p(x|y) = p(y) with m = b−a
∆v
. Evaluating (3.11) for p(x|y)
and p(y),
H(X|Y ) = −
m∑
y
p(y)
m∑
x
p(x|y) log2 p(x|y)
= − log 1
m
(3.13)
= logm (3.14)
and
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I(X;Y ) = logNv − logm
= log
(
Nv
m
)
(3.15)
inserting values for m and Nv,
Iv = log2
(
2 ∗ vun
∆vr
)
− log2
(
2 ∗ σˆv
∆vr
)
and combining the logs,
Iv = log2
(
vun
σˆv
)
(3.16)
3.1.4 Velocity Error Bits
The mean velocity and spectrum width of the Doppler spectrum can be estimated
by autocovariance processing, also known as pulse pair processing, which is described
in [29],[11]. Moment estimates, especially of weather signals, rely on a large number
of samples to decrease the uncertainty in the estimate and produce acceptable results.
Independence in the samples is necessary to improve the variance of these estimates
[79]. The correlation between the samples is a function of the time between samples
and the statistics of the weather. We define the erroneous mean velocity and spectrum
width information bits in terms of the variance of the estimate of both quantities
assuming the use of the pulse pair processing. The theory and derivations used for
var(vˆr) and var(σˆv) are found in [78][79], the equations for the error in the estimated
velocity,
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var(vˆr) =
1
32pi2T 2s ρ
2(Ts)
{[
1− ρ2(Ts)
]
(3.17)
•
M−1∑
−(M−1)
ρ2(mT )(M − |m|) + N
2
o
MP 2s
+
(
2No
MPs
)
•
[
1− β(2T )δT−Ts,0 +
(
ρ(2T )
M
)
δT−Ts,0
]}
and the error in the estimate spectrum width,
var(σˆv) =
λ2
128Mpi4(σvTs)2ρ2(Ts)T 2s
{
2
No
Ps
(3.18)
•[1− (1 + δT−Ts,0)ρ2(Ts) + δT−Ts,0ρ4(Ts)]
+
N2o
P 2s
[1 + (1 + δT−Ts,0)ρ
2(Ts)]
+ρ2(Ts)
M−1∑
−(M−1)
{2ρ2(mT )
+
ρ2(mT )
ρ2(Ts)
+ ρ [mT + Ts(1− δT−Ts,0)]
−4ρ(mT + Ts)ρ(mT )
ρ(Ts)
}(
1− |m|
M
)
δT−T1,0 =
 1 if T = Ts, contiguous0 if T 6= Ts (3.19)
and,
ρ(mTs) = e
−( 4pimTsσvλ )
2
(3.20)
where ρ(mTs) is the correlation coefficient, and δT−T1,0 determines if contiguous pairs,
T = Ts, or variably spaced pairs, T 6= Ts, are used for the estimates of mean velocity
and spectrum width. Estimates for contiguous pairs are used.
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The pulse pair estimators of mean velocity and spectrum width are now recast into
information oriented measures of mean velocity error bits and spectrum width velocity
error bits. The misestimation of the mean velocity or spectrum width introduce
entropy to the mutual information in the velocity channel, added uncertainty to the
measured distribution. The total number of error bits is calculated by finding the
difference between the velocity mutual information without added entropy from the
variance in the estimate and with the added entropy for the variance in the estimate
for both the mean velocity and spectrum width. The velocity error bits, Ivˆrerr, is
given by,
Ivˆrerr = Iv − I(v+var(vˆr))
where I(v+var(vˆr)) is the velocity information with the added entropy for the estimate of
the mean velocity, with the new width of the distribution is two times the square root
of the sum of the estimated variance and the variance of the estimate. Substituting
for velocity information and velocity information with added entropy,
Ivˆrerr = Ivcap − log2
(
2σˆv
∆v
)
−
[
Ivcap − log2
(
2
√
σˆ2v + var(vˆr)
∆v
)]
= log2
(
2
√
σˆ2v + var(vˆr)
∆v
)
− log2
(
2σˆv
∆v
)
= log2
(
2
√
σˆ2r + var(vˆr)
2σˆv
)
= log2
√
σˆ2r + var(vˆr)
σˆ2r
=
1
2
log2
(
σˆ2r + var(vˆr)
σˆ2r
)
with the final result,
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Ivˆrerr =
1
2
log2
(
1 +
var(vˆr)
σˆ2v
)
(3.21)
The spectrum width error bits, Iσˆverr, follow a similar derivation, with the added
entropy in the width given by the error in the estimated spectrum width,
Iσˆverr = Iv − I(v+var(σˆv))
= Ivcap − log2
(
2σˆv
∆v
)
−
[
Ivcap − log2
(
2
√
σˆ2v + var(σˆv)
∆v
)]
= log2
(
2
√
σˆ2v + var(σˆv)
∆v
)
− log2
(
2σˆv
∆v
)
= log2
(
2
√
σˆ2r + var(σˆv)
2σˆv
)
= log2
√
σˆ2r + var(σˆv)
σˆ2r
=
1
2
log2
(
σˆ2r + var(σˆv)
σˆ2r
)
(3.22)
with the final result,
Iσˆverr =
1
2
log2
(
1 +
var(σˆv)
σˆ2v
)
(3.23)
The formulation of information error for the mean velocity and spectrum width es-
timates result in quantities that are dependent only on the ratio between the increase
in entropy and not in the capacity of the velocity channel.
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3.1.5 Bit Error Rate
The bit-error-rates for the velocity channel are calculated by taking the ratio of
bit errors received over the channel divided by the total number of information bits.
The error bits in the estimate of the mean velocity using the pulse pair method, Ivˆrerr,
is given in (3.21). The bit error rate of the velocity is given as the error bits over the
total bits,
BERvˆr =
Ivˆrerr
Iv
(3.24)
Substituting for the velocity error bits, (3.21), and the velocity information, (3.16),
BERvˆr =
log2
(
1 + var(vˆr)
σˆ2v
)
2 log2
(
vun
σˆv
) (3.25)
Similarly, the bit error rate of the spectrum width is given by (3.27),
BERσˆv =
Iσˆverr
Iv
(3.26)
Again, substituting for the spectrum with error bits, (3.23), and the velocity infor-
mation, (3.16),
BERσˆv =
log2
(
1 + var(σˆv)
σˆ2v
)
2 log2
(
vun
σˆv
) (3.27)
Figure 3.3 shows BERvˆr plotted as a function of normalized spectrum width
for four values of SNR, the figure illustrates that BERvˆr saturates for high values of
SNR. For values larger than 0.3 normalized standard deviation there is an asymptotic
increase in BERvˆr . The increase in BERvˆr for small normalized spectrum for low
SNR is due to the binwidth approaching the width of the Gaussian spectrum. Figure
3.4 shows similar trends for BERσˆv as we see with BERvˆr , but the effects on the
lower spectrum width have more of an impact on the bit error rate of the spectrum
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Figure 3.3: Mean Velocity Estimate BER as a function of normalized spectrum width
for four cases of SNR.
estimate. As the normalized spectral width increases the ”knee” in the BERσˆv is at
0.4, where the knee in the BERvˆr is closer to a normalized spectrum width of 0.3.
3.1.6 Accuracy and Precision
Our final quantitative measures of the velocity information is a measure of the
quality of the information collected, the accuracy and precision of the mean velocity.
Accuracy is the degree of closeness of measurements of a quantity to its actual(true)
value[64]. The precision of a measurement system, also called reproducibility or
repeatability, is the degree to which repeated measurements under unchanged condi-
tions show the same results [64] , or the spread of the measurement. Our primary
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Figure 3.4: Velocity Spectrum Width Estimate BER as a function of normalized
spectrum width for four cases of SNR.
interest is in the relationship between the accuracy and precision, and BER is the
ratio of the information containing no errors to the total number of bits, erroneous
and not. Formulating the accuracy in this way gives a measure of the quality for
the information of each measurement. Equations (3.28) and (3.29) are the velocity
accuracy, Avˆr , and precision, Pvˆr , of the mean radial velocity determined using pulse
pair processing, respectively. The velocity accuracy is defined in terms of BERvˆr
associated with the mean velocity, how close the measurement is to the mean. While
precision is calculated using the spectrum width bit-error-rate, BERσˆv , defining the
spread about the mean introduced by error.
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Avˆr = 1−BERvˆr (3.28)
Pvˆr = 1−BERσˆv (3.29)
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show accuracy and precision, for estimates of the mean velocity,
as a function of normalized spectral width for four values of SNR. The same argument
applies for the velocity accuracy, Avˆr , and precision, Pvˆr , as it does for the BERvˆr and
BERσˆv , as the entropy of the measured distribution approach the half the channel
capacity, the location of the spectrum width or mean cannot be determined. The
velocity accuracy and precision of the mean velocity also mirrors the BERvˆr and
BERσˆv for low spectrum width and decreasing SNR, respectively.
3.1.7 Sensor Parameterization
The weather radar sensor is used to illuminate the test pattern, effectively creating
channels to aggregate the available information. The amount of available information
seen in the test pattern, or weather, will be a function of the weather phenomenon and
the radars ability to create the channels for information aggregation. Since outside
of our simulation, we cannot control the weather, we can only adjust the parameters
of the weather sensor to improve the networks capabilities to extract the maximum
information from the scene. In this section we will discuss the parameters impacting
the informativeness of the velocity channel.
For the simulation described and theoretical curves in this paper an X-band me-
chanically scanned weather radar with the parameters listed in table 3.1 is used.
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Figure 3.5: Mean Velocity Estimate Accuracy as a function of normalized spectrum
width for four cases of SNR.
3.1.8 Simulation Results
Using the theory described above we can calculate the Ivcap , Iv, BERvˆr , BERσˆv ,
Avˆr , and Pvˆr of a sensor with the parameters given in table 3.1 deployed 10km south
of the test pattern described in section 3.1.1. The results of the simulation are shown
to be in agreement with the theory covered in the previous sections. Figure 3.7-3.12
plot measure values, left ordinate axis, against range for three values of spectrum
width, σv = 1, 3, 5m/s, with the right ordinate axis plotting SNR.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 give the expected trends for the normalized standard devia-
tion of the estimates of the mean velocity and spectrum with[79]. Notice that the
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Figure 3.6: Velocity Spectrum Width Estimate Accuracy as a function of normalized
spectrum width for four cases of SNR.
normalized standard deviation of the spectrum width for the case of σv = 1m/s is
within the region where Zrnic´ comments that the standard deviation of the spectrum
width follows an M
−1
4 law for SNR < 20dB [79].
The simulated results for the BER and accuracy follow the theory, matching values
of normalized spectrum width of 0.025, 0.075, and 0.125.
3.2 Discussion
The representation of velocity information capacity as a noiseless channel ab-
stracts over the weather sensor parameters and weather characteristics, converting
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System Parameter Unit Value
Operating Frequency GHz 9.41
Peak Power kW 12.5
Range Resolution m 100
PRF kHz 2.4
Gain dB 39
θ3dB deg 2
φ3dB deg 2
Noise Figure dB 5.5
Table 3.1: Velocity Simulation Radar Parameters
Figure 3.7: Standard Deviation of the mean estimate of radial velocity as a function
of range over the test pattern for three cases of Velocity Spectrum Width. The single
pulse SNR is given as a reference on the right hand ordinate axis.
the resolution of the velocity phase measurements into the information quantity of
bits. The width of each bin reflects the intensity returned from the weather modeled
by test pattern and the underlying parameters of the weather sensor though the re-
sulting signal to noise ratio. The number of bins in the channel is determined by the
unambiguous velocity, a function of the waveform and the operating wavelength of
the radar. Figure 3.2 shows that as the single pulse signal to noise ratio increases, the
velocity information capacity also increases. The expression for the velocity informa-
tion capacity, (3.1) takes into account the inherent statistics of the weather through
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Figure 3.8: Standard Deviation of the spectrum width estimate as a function of range
over the test pattern for three cases of Velocity Spectrum Width. The single pulse
SNR is given as a reference on the right hand ordinate axis.
Figure 3.9: BER for radial velocity estimate in percent as a function of range for
three cases of Velocity Spectrum Width. The single pulse SNR is given as a reference
on the right hand ordinate axis.
the binwidth. Plotting the velocity capacity as a function of normalized spectrum
widths, reveals that increases in the spectrum width cause a decrease in velocity
capacity, resulting from the lower number of coherent samples.
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Figure 3.10: BER for spectrum width estimate in percent as a function of range for
three cases of Velocity Spectrum Width. The single pulse SNR is given as a reference
on the right hand ordinate axis.
Figure 3.11: Accuracy for spectrum width estimate in percent as a function of range
for three cases of Velocity Spectrum Width. The single pulse SNR is given as a
reference on the right hand ordinate axis.
The information oriented measure of velocity information quantifies the amount
of information that is available to determine the parameters of the distribution of the
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Figure 3.12: Accuracy for spectrum width estimate in percent as a function of range
for three cases of Velocity Spectrum Width. The single pulse SNR is given as a
reference on the right hand ordinate axis
weather, given the weather sensor parameters. The pulse pair method provides two
parameters of the spectrum, mean and variance. The wider the measured distribu-
tion, the less information about the mean and variance can be extracted. Increasing
the unambiguous velocity of the weather sensor will provide more capacity of the
channel, resulting in more information extracted for a given distribution. Equation
(3.16) shows that velocity information abstracts over the weather and weather sensor
parameters provides a single measurement for the amount of information about the
parameters in the scene.
The mean velocity bit error rate, BERvˆr , provides a correspondence between
information oriented measures and the standard deviation in the the estimators of
the mean velocity. The standard deviation in the estimator of the mean velocity is a
function of the parameters of both the weather sensor and the weather in the scene.
The velocity information error bits capture the uncertainty in the estimation of the
mean velocity by calculating the added entropy in the distribution in bits. The mean
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velocity bit error rate, given by (3.25), is the ratio between good velocity information
bits and bad velocity information bits extracted from the scene. Figure 3.3 shows
that the mean velocity bit error rate saturates at SNR > 5dB. The presence of noise
also degrades the velocity bit error rate. The mean velocity bit error rate increases
rapidly for normalized spectrum width greater than 0.3. At low normalized spectrum
width, below 0.2, the mean velocity bit error rate increases. The mean velocity bit
error rate exhibits corresponding trends to the pulse pair standard deviation of the
mean velocity estimator[29, 11].
The spectrum width bit error rate, BERσˆv , provides a correspondence between
information oriented measures and the standard deviation in the the estimators of
the spectrum width. The information measure of spectrum width error bits captures
the uncertainty of the standard deviation in the estimate of the spectrum width by
calculating the added entropy to the distribution in bits. Figure 3.4 shows that the
spectrum width bit error rate for high SNR > 5dB, stays constant between normalized
spectrum widths of 0.25 to 0.1. Outside of this region the bit error rate rises rapidly.
The addition of noise also degrades the spectrum width bit error rate as illustrated
in figure 3.4.
The simulated standard deviations of the estimates for the mean velocity and
spectrum width corresponds closely with the theoretical values. Figure 3.7 shows
that for high SNR, located before the 13km mark and after the 18km mark, the
standard deviation of the estimates for the mean velocity saturates. The same figure
shows that the standard deviation in the mean velocity increases rapidly as the signal
to noise ratio decreases. Figure 3.8 shows that the spectrum width of 1m/s falls
in a region where the standard deviation of the estimated spectrum width rapidly
increases as the signal to noise ratio decreases [29].
The simulated velocity accuracy and precision, related to the velocity bit error
rates through equations (3.28) and (3.29), respectively, show that they are sensitive
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to both the statistics of the weather and the parameters of the weather sensor. The
spectrum widths of 1, 3 and 5 m/s correspond to normalized spectrum widths of
0.025, 0.075, and 0.125, respectively. The simulated values of the velocity accuracy,
given in figure 3.11, correspond with the theoretical values in figure 3.5. The spectrum
width of 1m/s is outside of the sweet spot for this particular radar design, producing
the worst velocity accuracy of all spectrum widths plotted. The simulated values of
the velocity precision also correspond well with the theoretical values. The velocity
precision further defines the sweet spot for this radar, with the spectrum with of 5m/s
showing the highest precision of the triplet.
Chapter 2 and 3 defined the reflectivity and velocity information oriented mea-
sures, that abstract over the sensor parameters and estimators, which are used to
evaluate the performance of a single weather sensor. The information oriented mea-
sures are shown to correspond well with component domain specific methods for
evaluating single weather sensors. We demonstrate in the following chapters that
information oriented metrics work well, in the case of networks of weather radars,
at all levels of the system, both at the domain specific component radar levels and
network level.
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CHAPTER 4
COMPUTATIONAL METROLOGY: FUSION
Often the situational awareness requires the detection and identification of objects
that characterize a scene. When multiple sensors are involved, it is often advanta-
geous to combine the evidence in a way that provides the best performance for the
task at hand. For weather radar networks, such as NEXRAD and CASA, it is in-
structive to fuse the sensors about low order models of tornados. A variety of tools
useful for characterizing the performance of radars in sensing tornados by computa-
tional means have been accumulated over the last two decades[68, 27, 19, 52, 67] and
more recently[75, 76, 74, 46]. The velocity and reflectivity signatures of numerically
modeled tornados were investigated with simulators of S-Band radars [71] . Closely re-
lated analytical vortex models were similarly investigated using simulators of X-band
radars [55] in part for the purpose of exploring signature sensitive scan strategies.
The use of such low-order models to detect and characterize tornadoes was extended
to multiple Doppler radars in connection with finding optimal scan strategies for both
S-Band radars (WSR-88D) and X-band radars (CASA IP1). Chapter 4 focuses on
developing the information oriented measures for evaluating multiple weather sensor
fusion of a standardized test pattern in a weather scene operating in a dual-Doppler
mode.
The Doppler weather radar sensor uses the combined phase difference amount
many scatterers between successive pulses to infer the relative radial motion of the
scatterers to the sensor [29]. The velocity channel gives the radar systems engineer
the ability to quantify the information and information quality transferred during this
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Figure 4.1: Radar orientation and spacing within the network are shown in the context
of network fusion accuracy for a testpattern with constant reflectivity (Ze = 20dBZ),
wind field (vi = 5m/s, vj = −5m/s, vk = 0m/s) and spectrum width fields (σv =
2m/s). Radar pairs to create resulting network combinations discussed in section
4.2.3.2. Fusion accuracy calculated at z = 500m
measurement in terms of bits and percent accuracy and precision through a noiseless
channel. The noiseless channel is made up of Nv bins of width ∆v which bin the
incoming inferred scatterer velocities. The mean velocity and spectrum width of the
Gaussian velocity spectrum width determine the bins and ultimately the information,
true and erroneous, that traverse the channel. The capacity of the noiseless velocity
channel is given by the log2 of the two time the unambiguous velocity to the binwidth,
Ivcap = log2 (Nv). The velocity mutual information follows as the log2 of the ratio
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of unambiguous velocity to the measured spectrum width, measuring the mutual
information of the channel, (3.6).
The error in the estimation of the mean velocity and spectrum width add entropy
to the measurement, introducing errors into the information traversing the velocity
channel, given in (3.21) and (3.23), respectively.
The mean velocity bit-error-rate, spectrum width bit-error-rate, velocity accuracy,
and velocity precision are defined in terms of the velocity information and velocity
error bits. The bit-error rate is calculated from the ratio of the erroneous bits to
the total bits transferred over the channel [23]. The velocity accuracy (Avˆr) and
precision(Pvˆr), measure of the closeness to the true and spread about the true value,
respectively, are defined in equations (3.28) and (3.29). The accuracy of the velocity
is related to the mean velocity BERvˆr , while the precision of the mean velocity is
related to the spectrum width BERσˆv [23].
4.1 Dual Radar Velocity Informativeness: Fusion
The combined Doppler velocity field gives scientists, meteorologists and more
recently emergency managers a unique way of analyzing the wind field within a
storm[28]. The importance of high resolution wind field data from network mea-
surements are supported in [9, 59]. The investigation of weather radar dual-Doppler
coverage area was first analyzed by Davies-Jones as a function of spatial resolution
and Doppler mean velocity error variances [20]. The work here extends the concepts of
single radar velocity accuracy, (Avˆr), and precision, (Pvˆr), to network measurements.
By establishing a combined velocity accuracy and precision throughout the network,
referred to as velocity fusion accuracy and precision, the sensor network designer has
the capability of establishing a metrics for comparing various orientations and radar
parameter sets through simulation.
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Figure 4.2: Dual Doppler Radar orientation to a single wind vector and definition of
angles.
4.1.1 Dual Doppler Vectors
For convenience we will express the wind field in the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem with components along the x-axis, u, y-axis, v, and z-axis, w, corresponding to
northern, eastern and vertical pointing directions in the network. The radar sensor
measures the projected Doppler shift along the radars ray and is be expressed as,
vr = u sin(γ) cos(φ) + v cos(γ) cos(φ) + (w + wt) sin(φ) (4.1)
where γ and φ are the azimuth and elevation angles of the radar ray, shown in figure
4.2.
The goal of dual-Doppler is to estimate each component of the wind using mea-
surements from two radars, a procedure to do this is outlined in [2]. Using the radial
velocity measurements from two radars, the equation of continuity,
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δ(ρu)
δx
+
δ(ρv)
δy
+
δ(ρw)
δz
= 0 (4.2)
and an assumption of the terminal fall speed of the precipitation, a system of equations
can be solved to calculate the three components of the wind.
The goal of this chapter is not to introduce a new algorithm to extract the com-
ponents of the wind but to demonstrate that information oriented measures reliably
abstract over the weather and weather sensor parameters. In this study the lowest
elevation angle of the weather sensor is considered, assuming the horizontal compo-
nent of the wind due to precipitation are negligible, the accuracy and precision can be
calculated for the principal components of the horizontal wind, designated by primed
variables. Solving (4.3) for u′ and v′, the components of the wind with the above
assumptions, the values of α1 and α2 can be found and applied to equations (4.5) and
(4.6).
vr(1)
vr(2)
 = B
u′
v′
 (4.3)
where,
B =
sin(γ1) cos(φ1) cos(γ1) cos(φ1)
sin(γ2) cos(φ2) cos(γ2) cos(φ2)
 (4.4)
The subscripts in (4.3) and (4.4) refer to the radar number illustrated in figure 4.2.
4.1.2 Velocity Fusion Accuracy and Precision
The fusion accuracy, Avˆr(i,j), from the two weather sensors, the i
th and jth radars,
used to calculate the wind vector field is defined as the sum of the accuracies, Avˆr,
of each radar weighted by the angle between the ray and the vector and the angle
between the two weather sensors used to calculate the wind vector. Using the accu-
racy of each sensor, Avˆr(i,j) characterizes the vector calculation in terms of the sensor
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parameters and other atmospheric or sensor specific effects, such as localized attenu-
ation or errors. The accuracy and angles for each sensor are given by the subscripts
in (4.5) and are illustrated in figure 4.2, where i = 1 and j = 2. The sine term in
(4.5) weighs the resultant combined accuracy by the angle subtended, θdd(i,j), by the
two sensor rays. Jones determined that θdd(i,j) > 30
o is sufficient for calculating wind
vectors[20]. The cosine terms within the brackets weigh the accuracies based on the
angle of vector projection between the radar ray and the wind vector after vector
estimation, α(i or j). Figure 4.3 shows the fusion accuracy field for radars 1 and 2. As
with figure 4.1 a test pattern with constant reflectivity, velocity and spectrum width
field is used. Figure 4.3 shows that the sine term causes the velocity fusion accuracy,
as the radar rays become collinear, to approach 0%.
Avˆr(i,j) = sin(θdd(i,j))
[
Avˆr(i) cos(α(i)) + Avˆr(j) cos(α(j))
cos(α(i)) + cos(α(j))
]
(4.5)
The velocity fusion precision, Pvˆr(i,j) , is calculated with the same procedure as the
velocity fusion accuracy. The fusion precision from the two weather sensors used to
calculate the wind vector field is defined as the sum of the precisions weighted by the
angle between the ray and the vector and the angle between the two weather sensors
used to calculate the wind vector.
Pvˆr(i,j) = sin(θdd(i,j))
[
Pvˆr(i) cos(α(i)) + Pvˆr(j) cos(α(j))
cos(α(i)) + cos(α(j))
]
(4.6)
where the subscripts i and j are the index of the ith and jth radar used for the
calculation. Figure 4.1 illustrates the results of the simulated network fusion accuracy
with the network layout shown in figure 4.7. The procedure for choosing the best pair
of radars for calculating wind vector components with dual-Doppler is discussed in
section 4.2.3.2.
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Figure 4.3: Simulated fusion accuracy field for Radars 1 and 2 assuming the same
test pattern described in figure 4.1. Fusion accuracy calculated at z = 500m
4.2 Simulation of Radar Performance
The conventional pulsed Doppler weather radar make estimates of the first three
moments of the Doppler spectrum, echo power, mean Doppler velocity, and spectrum
width, to supply a remote observation of the weather statistics[29]. In chapters 2 and
3, the relationship between reflectivity and velocity information oriented measures and
the first three moments, echo power, mean velocity and spectrum width, as established
as information measures abstracting over the weather statistics and weather sensor
parameters to compare the performance of different configurations of weather sensors.
The fusion velocity accuracy, Avˆr(i,j) , and precision, Pvˆr(i,j) , combines the velocity
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information oriented measures from two weather sensors resulting in an information
oriented measure that enables weather sensor network designers to evaluate the the
performance of varying parameters of the weather sensor and the network for dual
doppler measurements.
4.2.1 Test Pattern
Researches have used the Rankine combined vortices (RCV) model as a way of
evaluating single weather radar performance as the characteristics of the model vary.
Brown and Wood have created a series of publications characterizing the NEXRAD
Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) weather radars through sim-
ulation of azimuthal resolution as a function of core radius, intensity, and range from
the radar, [69],[70],[13], and most recently [71]. The test pattern used in the simula-
tions in this chapter is composed of a tornado vortex modeled by a modified RCV,
referred to as the three-parameter vortex model (TPVM) [55]. As mentioned in [55],
the TPVM is characterized by a function with no discontinuities, but retains the
principal structure of the RCV tangential velocity profile. The functional form of
the TPVM, used within, is given in (4.7), referred to by Proud as the V12 control
tangential velocity profile. The fact that the TPVM does not conserve angular mo-
mentum is not important in this study. Higher order models can be implemented in
the simulator with additional computational complexity. The tangental component
of the velocity is given,
Vt(r, Ro) = Vtmax
[
Ror
R2o + r
2
+
2R3or
3R4o + r
4
]
(4.7)
where Ro is the core radius and Vtmax is the maximum tangential velocity. The
reflectivity over the test pattern for the TPVM is a ”donut” model where the reflec-
tivity is low within the core, Ze = −18dBZ, peaking just outside the core radius
at Ze = 22dBZ. The test pattern parameter for the spectrum width is modeled as
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a function of the derivative of the tangential velocity of the TPVM. The low order
model results in the spectrum width having a maximum at the TPVM core and mini-
mum at the maximum tangential flow. The parameters of the TPVM are set constant
with height and vertical wind is set to 0m/s. The profile for reflectivity, tangential
velocity and spectrum width as a function of radial distance from the TPVM center,
shown in figure 4.4.
A simulation was completed to demonstrate the performance of the simulator
against the modeled fields, the resulting measured reflectivity and velocity profiles
are shown in figure 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The weather sensor used in the sim-
ulation has parameters given in table 4.1, with the exception that an azimuth and
elevation 3dB beamwidth of 1o is used. The finer beamwidth is used to illustrate
the characteristics of the test pattern. Gaussian beam and range weighting are ap-
plied to the reflectivity, velocity, and spectrum width field, producing power weighted
mean radial velocity and spectrum width samples over the subspace, the simulator is
detailed in section 2.1.5.
To illustrate the effects of resolution with range, several profiles are co-plotted for
both reflectivity and velocity. Figures 4.5 and 4.6, though not as smooth as those in
[71], agree well with their results. As the range is increased between the TPVM and
weather sensor the reflectivity and the components of the velocity become averaged
over an increasingly broader beam, resulting in a flattening of the reflectivity and
velocity profiles. The broadening in the beamwidth is associated with an increase
in uncertainty of the spatial location of the velocity and reflectivity returns, which
correspond to specific components of the test pattern, resulting in an increase in the
entropy the measurement, decreasing the information extracted from the scene.
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Figure 4.4: Radial profiles of TPVM reflectivity, tangential velocity, and spectrum
width.
4.2.2 Sensor Parameterization
An X-Band mechanically scanned weather radar, with parameters listed in table
2.1, is used in the network simulation. Notice the azimuth and elevation beamwidths
θaz3dB and φel3dB differ from the above TPVM profile simulation in section 4.2.1.
Because the maximum tangential velocity in the TPVM test pattern reach values of
60m/s, the unambiguous velocity of the Xband weather sensor must be increased. To
alleviate the low unambiguous velocity of short wavelength weather radars without
impacting the unambiguous range, vunrun = λc/8, the simulated weather sensor uses
two pulse repetition times (PRT) to emulate Dual-PRT [43]. A ratio of 2:3 is used,
resulting a combined unambiguous velocity defined by the two PRTs, given in (4.8).
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Figure 4.5: Reflectivity results of Simulated TPVM vortex. Five distances measured
from the center of the vortex to the simulated weather radar are presented, r = 2, 5,
10, 15, 20, and 30km. Ro = 175m, Vtmax = 60m/s, and Zemax = 22.6dBZ
vm = ± λ
4(T2 − T1) (4.8)
where T2 > T1 are the PRTs and the ratio is given by T1/T2 [80]. In this particular
case the simulated algorithm, outlined in [43] and [65], for unfolding, transmits two
”batches” of pulses, 54 pulses at T1 and 40 pulses at T2. The phase difference between
the auto-covariance estimates at each PRT define the folding number, which is then
applied to a rule based algorithm to obtain the unfolded velocity. The resulting error
in the estimate is then approximated by the shorter PRT, T1.
4.2.3 Network Velocity Fusion
The radar configuration used in the network simulations are shown in figure 4.7.
the radars are oriented in a square topology with a radar spacing of 30km. There
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Figure 4.6: Radial Velocity results of Simulated TPVM vortex. Five distances mea-
sured from the center of the vortex to the simulated weather radar are presented, r
= 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30km. Ro = 175m, Vtmax = 60m/s, and Zemax = 22.6dBZ
are 11 subspaces that run the length, north-south, of the network, figure 4.7. Each
subspace is 4km x 4km x 0.75km in size, centered 0.5km above the network floor.
The weather sensors parameters are listed in table 4.1, but can be varied to com-
pare alternate network performance. The number of pulses is also fixed to 94 samples
at each beam position to fulfill the requirements of the Dual-PRT algorithm. The
scanning of the radar is also discrete, eliminating beam smearing or broadening due
to antenna rotation. Oversampling in azimuth and elevation is not considered in
these simulations. The simulation assumes that each radar visits the entire subspace
within the decorrelation time of the weather scene. The procedure is extendable to
include the effects of earth curvature and atmospheric refraction but are negligible
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System Parameter Unit Value
Operating Frequency GHz 9.41
Peak Power kW 12.5
Range Resolution m 100
Dual-PRT (T1, T2) ms 417,625
Gain dB 39
θel3dB deg 2
φaz3dB deg 2
Noise Figure dB 5.5
Table 4.1: Velocity Fusion Radar Parameters
for the preset case and will be considered in future cases when and if they become in
scope[26].
4.2.3.1 Two Radar Accuracy and Precision
The first network simulation is done using only 2 radars, Dual-doppler measure-
ments are performed with radars 1 and 2. Each of the individual radar moments
are recast into information oriented measures, that can then be combined for a final
measure of the fusion accuracy or precision. In the following simulations the fusion
accuracy is used, similar results are found using fusion precision. The results of the
first simulation are shown in figure 4.8a. The velocity streamlines calculated from the
two radar fusion accuracy simulation for location 3 (top streamline) and 6 (bottom
streamline) are inlaid into figure 4.8. The top streamline labeled location 6 is the
streamline created using the calculated vector field at the center of the network. The
corresponding location in 4.8a yields fusion accuracy greater than 90%. The bottom
velocity streamline plot inlaid into figure 4.8 of location 3 is created using the cal-
culated vector field where the angle between radar 1 and 2 is close to θdd12 = 180
o.
The fusion accuracy corresponding to location 3, where the radar’s measurements are
close to collinear, result in values less than 50%, and gets progressively worse moving
away from the center of the subspace.
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Figure 4.7: Subspace locations within the network for the TPVM simulations.
4.2.3.2 Network Accuracy and Precision
The second simulation uses four weather sensors in the layout shown in figure
4.7. The four radars result in six possible unique dual-Doppler pairs to choose from.
Radar and network characteristics such as range, resolution, attenuation, and location
will influence the dual-Doppler pairs chosen in each region of the network[20]. The
information oriented measures of fusion accuracy and precision abstract over the
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weather sensor estimators and parameters and network characteristics providing a
metrics for comparing and choosing the best pair of radars. Each of the individual
radars’ estimates are recast into information oriented measures, which are then used
to evaluate each potential dual-Doppler pair. In the present simulation, the pair
with the highest accuracy at each common grid point is used to calculate the vector
components. The fusion precision based choice yields similar results. Figure 4.8b
shows the results for network fusion accuracy. The center inlaid plot in figure 4.8
is the resulting velocity streamline created from the vector field produced by the
network.
The third simulation uses the network layout shown in figure 4.7, but 30dB of
path loss is experienced by radar 1. The same procedure in the second simulation
for choosing the dual-Doppler pairs is used in this simulation. The resulting network
fusion accuracy is given in figure 4.9a. The velocity streamline for location 1 of the
third simulation is inlaid as the top streamline plot in figure 4.9.
The fourth and final simulation uses the radar configuration shown in figure 4.7,
but radars 1 and 4 experience 30dB of path loss. Figure 4.9b shows the results of the
fourth simulation. The bottom inlaid velocity streamline plot shows the effects of the
two radar experiencing high loss in the network. Figure 4.9c, d, and e are histograms
of percentage of radar pairs chosen for the second, third, and fourth simulation,
respectively.
All of the information oriented measures abstract over well known radar estimators
and parameters. By drilling down into the underlying measures, the simulated radar
estimates can be viewed. Figure 4.10 shows three side by side plots of reflectivity,
radial velocity and spectrum width at each subspace produced by the radar simulator.
The plots are created from data files produced by radar 1 in the second simulation,
without path loss.
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4.3 Discussion
The information oriented measure of fusion accuracy, Avˆr(i,j) , and, Pvˆr(i,j) , precision
can be used to evaluate the expected performance in dual-Doppler regions. Figure
4.3 shows that as the angle subtended by the radar rays approaches 0o or 1800 the
fusion accuracy falls to zero. The figure also shows that the highest fusion accuracy
is achieved at θdd(12) approaching 90
o.
Fusion accuracy and precision can be used to evaluate dual-Doppler performance
in multi-radar networks. A process was outlined in 4.2.3.2 that uses fusion accuracy as
a metric for evaluation of possible dual-Doppler pairs. Figure 4.1 shows that using the
procedure in a network of radars results in pairs of weather sensors providing fusion
accuracy greater than 85% throughout. Fusion accuracy and precision abstract over
the weather sensor estimators and parameters and network characteristics proving a
tool to evaluate variations on the sensor estimators and parameters and the network
characteristics.
The radar simulator and the low order model test patterns capture the salient
features necessary to evaluate the performance of weather sensors and networks of
weather sensors. The test pattern is a low order three parameter model of a tornado
vortex. The results, figure 4.5 and 4.6, of using this parametric model in the simu-
lator correspond to results in a radar study[71] using a numerically modeled tornado
vortex. The plots in figure 4.10 show a visible couplet in the simulated radial velocity
that degrades with distance, corresponding with result in [55, 70]. Radial velocity
measurements in figure 4.10 show the expected folding at close proximity to the test
pattern, due to the unambiguous velocity of the radar and the high tangential velocity
of the test pattern. The results of the simulation of the TPVM show that the radar
simulator and low order test pattern models can be used to evaluate the performance
of weather sensors and weather sensor networks. The information oriented measure
are build on the results of the simulator and the test pattern. Figure 4.10 shows that
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the information oriented measures can be drilled down through to gain access to the
underlying radar measurements of the scene.
The information oriented measures of fusion accuracy and precision are sensitive
to the limitations of the weather sensors. The test pattern has low reflectivity and
high spectrum width associated with the center of the vortex. The radar estimates
of the velocity will be poor due to the low SNR and large spectrum width [29]. The
fusion accuracy in figure 4.8a show low fusion accuracy at the center of the test pattern
picking up the high error in the estimates of the single radar in the network combined
information measurement. The diameter of the center of poor fusion accuracy grows
with distance due to the beam weighting across the finite beam width of the weather
sensor. The velocity streamlines in figure 4.8a at location 6 have lines corresponding
to TPVM vortex at a range of 21km. Figure 4.8a show that as the fusion accuracy
drops below 50% the velocity streamlines created from the corresponding velocity
vectors do not resemble the TPVM test pattern. The fusion accuracy captures the
characteristics of the network orientation.
Fusion accuracy and precision can be used as metrics for choosing dual-Doppler
radar pairs within a network of weather sensors. Figure 4.8b illustrates that using
the procedure outlined in section 4.2.3.2, resulting in fusion accuracy above 85%
throughout the simulated area. The histograms in figure 4.2.3.2 show that the pro-
cedure automatically picks up degraded performance of the weather sensors.
Figure 4.9a and b illustrate that over the simulated area the network is still capable
of achieving high fusion accuracy and producing streamlines that show a vortex when
one and two radars experience high path loss. These results demonstrates that the
information oriented measures of fusion accuracy and precision capture the graceful
degradation of the network in producing dual-Doppler measurements in the presence
of high path loss to one or more radars.
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Combining the velocity accuracy and precision of two weather sensors abstracts
over the sensors’ parameters and estimators and weather characteristics allowing the
construction of network metrics, velocity fusion accuracy and precision, which extends
the information oriented measures in chapter 3 to the evaluation of dual-Doppler
network configurations and sensor parameters. By drilling down into the network
evaluation metrics, the radar estimates can be put into correspondence with the
information oriented measures, enabling conversations between the domain specific
experts and the higher level decision makers. The information oriented measures of
chapter 2 - 4 establish the tools to begin evaluating varying technology, parameters,
and orientations of networks of weather sensors in the context of standardized test
patterns, promoting the convergence on a satisfactory set of weather sensor designs.
The progression through layers of abstraction will be demonstrated in chapters 5 and
6.
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Figure 4.8: a)Two radar (Radar1 and 2) fusion accuracy for a TPVM vortex passing
from south to north through the network. b) Four radar fusion accuracy for the test
pattern. Inlaid is the resulting velocity streamlines from the horizontal wind vectors
calculated in the simulator. Streamlines are shown for locations location 3 and 6 for
(a) at the top and bottom, respectively. Streamline for location 3(a) show accuracy
below 50%. The location 3 streamline for radar pair 1,2 are shown. The top location
6 streamline is calculated using radars 1 and 2 from the 2 radar simulation. The
middle streamline, location six of (b), is calculated using fusion accuracy as a metrics
for choosing the pairs of the 4 radar in the 4 radar simulation. Fusion accuracy
calculated at z = 500m.
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Figure 4.9: a)Network fusion accuracy with Radar 1 experiencing 30dB of loss
b)Network fuction accuracy with Radar 1 and 4 experiencing 30dB of loss c)Histogram
of radar pairs chosen for a simulation no significant loss experience by any weather
sensor, refer to figure 4.8b). d) Histogram of radar pairs corresponding to the simula-
tion shown in (a) and e) Histogram of radar pairs corresponding to the simulation in
(b). Top inlaid streamlines for location 1 in simulations shown in (a). Bottom inlaid
streamlines for location 1 in simulations shown in (a). Fusion accuracy calculated at
z = 500m
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Figure 4.10: Radar 1 measurements of the reflectivity, radial velocity, and spectrum
width. Radar 1 products are from data files produced in the second simulation,
without path loss. The subspace common grid points at z = 500m are plotted.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPUTATIONAL METROLOGY: CONFIGURATION
Atmospheric sensor systems can be configured in a variety of ways to fit vari-
ous purposes. In particular, configuration radar networks is of increasing interest in
anticipation of supplanting legacy systems based on mechanical beam forming and
steering with new classes of weather radars based on electronic beam forming and
steering[53, 49]. Chapter 5 combines the information oriented measures establishing
in chapter 2-4 to evaluate the network performance of networked weather sensors
that act in a tightly coupled distributed collaborative and adaptive mode. Such dis-
tributed weather sensors may be deployed in combination with other sensors systems
comprising systems of systems for a given venue. However, we will focus on small-scale
X-band weather sensors, which lend themselves to the initial investigation because
they require modest computational resources. Chapter 5, describes an approach for
developing information oriented objective functions for the purpose of exploring, eval-
uating and accelerating the evolution of venue specific configurations of systems and
systems of systems in the context of various weather conditions, target mixes and
value networks.
5.1 Approach
5.1.1 Reflectivity Information
In chapter 2, we defined reflectivity information as the quantity, in bits, available
between the sensor and the illuminated volume for a given intensity [25]. The amount
of information given by the large number of hydrometers is derived from the capacity
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of a band-limited additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channel[18]. Equation (2.2)
is our final form of reflectivity information, measured in bits, which abstracts over
the mean signal power, the noise of the receiver, and the inherent statistics of the
test pattern.
The reflectivity bit-error-rate, BERr, a standard measure of the performance of
channel under the presence of noise, is calculated by taking the ratio of bit errors re-
ceived over the channel divided by the total number of information bits[25]. The total
error bits within a sample volume is determined by the relative standard deviation of
the mean power estimate, σd
Ps
and given by (2.7).
Reflectivity accuracy is defined as one minus the BERr and is a measure of the
quality of the information, given by (2.10).
5.1.2 Velocity Information
The information and information quality for the velocity channel is defined by
quantity and quality of bits transferred over a noiseless channel. The noiseless channel
is made up of Nv bins of width ∆v which bin the incoming inferred scatterer velocities.
The mean velocity and spectrum width of the Gaussian velocity spectrum width
determine the bins and ultimately the information, true and erroneous, that traverse
the channel. The capacity of the noiseless velocity channel is given in chapter 3 by
(3.1). The velocity information follows is given by (3.16).
The error in the estimation of the mean velocity and spectrum width add entropy
to the measurement, introducing errors into the information traversing the velocity
channel, given in (3.21) and (3.23), respectively.
Knowing the capacity of the velocity channel, velocity information and the erro-
neous informations transferred, the mean velocity BER, spectrum width BER, ac-
curacy and precision are defined. The accuracy, Avˆr , and precision, Pvˆr , measure of
the closeness to the true and spread about the true value, respectively, are defined in
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equations (3.28) and (3.29). The Avˆr of the velocity is related to the mean velocity
BER, BERvˆr , while the Pvˆr of the mean velocity is related to the spectrum width
BER, BERσˆv [23].
5.1.3 Velocity Fusion Accuracy and Precision
The velocity fusion accuracy, Avˆr(i,j), from the two radars used in dual-Doppler
calculates the wind vector field, is defined as the sum of each radars’ velocity accura-
cies weighted by the angle between the ray and the vector and the angle between the
two radars used to calculate the wind vector [24]. The fusion accuracy characterizes
the vector calculation in terms of the sensor parameters and other atmospheric or
sensor specific affects, such as localized attenuation or errors. The fusion accuracy
and angles for each sensor are given in (4.5).
The velocity fusion precision is calculated similarly to the velocity fusion accuracy,
and is given in (4.6).
The four panels of figure 5.1 illustrate the impact over the entire network of fusion
velocity accuracy with uniform increased precipitation. Panels a) and b) of figure
5.1 are resulting fields for simulations with uniform reflectivities of 40 to 50dBZ on
mechanical 2 degree radars, detailed in table 5.1, arrange in a square network topology.
Panels c) and d) are resulting fields for the same experiment as in panels a) and b)
only arranged in a hexagon topology, shown in the lower O2 configuration of figure
5.2.
5.2 Configuration Exploration and Stress Testing
We begin our investigation of information oriented measures by simulating varying
parameter sets over both the weather sensor and network. Parameter sets of the
weather sensor used in the simulation are given in table 5.1. The sensor parameters
were chosen to compare and contrast three cases; three aperture sizes, three peak
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Figure 5.1: Accuracy in percent as a function of location for two radar topolo-
gies, Square and Hexagon(triangular). Radar orientation and spacing within the
network are shown in the context of combined accuracy of a testpattern with con-
stant reflectivity ((Ze = 40dBZ) in a) and c); (Ze = 50dBZ) in b) and d) ), wind
(vi = 5m/s, vj = −5m/s, vk = 0m/s) and spectrum width fields (σv = 0.5m/s).
Radar pairs to create resulting network combinations discussed in text.
power levels, and three technologies. The parameter sets of the network used in
the simulation are shown in figure 5.2. The network parameter sets were chosen to
compare the square and hexagon topologies, in three orientations for the phased-tilt
and phase-phase weather sensors.
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Five radar configuration will be compared; mechanical scanned with 1x1 degree
antenna, mechanical scanned with 2x2 degree antenna, phase mechanical with 2x2
degree antenna, phase tilt with 2x3.5 degree antenna and phase phase with 2x2 degree
antenna. Both the mechanically scanned radars are simulated in square and hexagon
topologies. The phase-mechanical and phase-phase scanned radars are simulated
in square and hexagon topologies, where the maximum azimuth scanning angle is
±45o and ±60o for the two topologies, respectively. The phase-tilt scanned radar
is simulated in the square topology, where the maximum azimuth scanning angle is
±45o. The radar parameters are given in 5.1. The use of electronic beam steering
introduces scanning loss for the phase-mechanical and phase-phase radars, which
impact the effective size of the aperture and gain. These effects are modeled through
a cosine scaling factor. Equations (5.1) and (5.2) show the general dependence of the
effective gain and effective beamwidth for electronic beam steering in azimuth and
elevation directions:
geff = go cos
n(θ′azscan) cos
n(φ′elscan) (5.1)
θaz3dBeff =
θaz3dB
cos(θ′azscan)
φel3dBeff =
φel3dB
cos(φ′elscan)
(5.2)
where n = 1.3 is a function of the active reflection coefficient [47], and subscripts scan
are the off boresite scan angles, and go is the boresite gain.
Two pulse repetition times(PRT), Ts, are used to simulate Dual-PRT[43], typ-
ically used to extend the unambiguous velocity, vun = ± λ4Ts , of short wavelength
weather radars without impacting the unambiguous range, run =
cTs
2
. The range-
velocity product, vunrun = λc/8, shows the effects increasing the unambiguous range
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Figure 5.2: Network topology and orientations applied to the simulations within. Top
three panels are square topology in three orientations for the phase-tilt and phase-
phase radar panels. Bottom three panels are hexagon topology in three orientations
for the phase-tilt and phase-phase radar panels. The red dotted line in the hexagon
topology outlines the parallelogram, two equilateral triangles, used in the simulations.
or velocity of a Doppler radar with uniformly spaced pulses. The Dual-PRT, T1 to
T2, ratio of 2:3 is used, giving a combined unambiguous velocity defined by the two
PRTs, calculated with (4.8). In this particular case the simulated algorithm, outlined
in [43] and [65], for unfolding, transmits two ”batches” of pulses, 54 pulses at T1 and
40 pulses at T2. The phase difference between the auto-covariance estimates at each
PRT define the folding number, which is then applied to a rule based algorithm to
obtain the unfolded velocity. The error in the estimate is then approximated by the
shorter PRT, T1.
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5.2.1 Test Pattern
Rankine combined vortices (RCV) models are an accepted standard way of eval-
uating the performance of single weather radar as the radar parameters and model
characteristics are varied [69],[70],[13], and most recently [71]. In this chapter the
three-parameter vortex model (TPVM) [55], is used to model a tornado vortex. As
mentioned in section 4.2.1, the TPVM is characterized by a function with no discon-
tinuities, and retain the principal structure of the RCV tangential velocity profile.
The functional form of the TPVM, used within, is given in (4.7).
The reflectivity over the TPVM is user defined and in this simulation we have
chosen to use a ”donut” model where the reflectivity is low within the core, peaking
just outside the core radius. The measures of velocity accuracy and precision require
spectrum width as inputs, this quantity is modeled as a function of the derivative
of the tangential velocity of the TPVM. This low order model defines the spectrum
width being maximum at the TPVM core and minimum at the maximum tangential
flow, following the derivative of the tangential velocity profile. The parameters of the
TPVM are assumed to be constant with height and vertical wind is neglected. The
profile for reflectivity, tangential velocity and spectrum width as a function of radial
distance from the TPVM center, shown in figure 4.4.
5.2.2 Sensor Parameterization
The simulation completed here is identical to the simulations completed in chapter
3 where the TPVM is evaluated at 11 locations, subspaces, passing through the center
of the network, shown for both square and hexagon topology in figure 5.3[24]. The
subspace is scanned by each radar with the scans built from the center of the subspace
with a size of 4km x 4km x 0.75km, centered at an elevation of 0.5km. The parameters
of the radar and network are given in table 5.1 and figure 5.2, respectively. The
information oriented measures are aggregated for each channel, over each subspace
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Figure 5.3: Figure of the 11 subspace locations for both square and hexagon topolo-
gies. Subspace 1 is located at the most southern subspace locations. Subspace 11 is
located at the most northern subspace location.
for the weather radar parameters and orientations, the resulting network aggregated
information oriented measures are summarized in figures 5.4 - 5.8.
Figure 5.4 shows the separation of the 3 types of radars listed in table 5.1, where
the mechanical 1 degree is type 1, mechanical 2 degree and the phase-tilt and phase-
phase 2 degree radars are type 2, and the phase-tilt 2 x 3.5 degree radar is type 3. The
curves in figure 5.4 show that the 3 types of radars are separated in all information
oriented measures. The separation is consistent in all the simulation completed in this
chapter. Note that while radar type 1 has a one degree beam, the dwell time was set
equal to the other 2 types of radars meaning the acquisition time of the information
would be greater than that of the other two types of radars.
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7 are plots of the aggregated information oriented mea-
sures for simulations set up for the same test pattern and subspace locations as
summarized in figure 5.4. The difference in the simulation is that radar 4 is atten-
uated by 30db before reaching the tornadic vortex model. The difference between
the solid line and the dotted line in these curves is that the dotted line represents
dynamic radar integration while the solid line represents the lack of dynamic radar
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integration. Dynamic radar integration means that the radars with substantially low
accuracy or precision in any of the information fields are removed from the subspace
integration. As we can see in Figures 5.5 and 5.7, the dynamic radar integration
has a substantial impact on the precision and accuracy, Ar, Avˆr and Pvˆr , of the in-
formation oriented measured quantities. Also note that the procedure for choosing
the radars also impacts the capacity and mutual information of the reflectivity and
velocity channels, which is due to the dynamic radar integration eliminating the poor
quality information from the network measure.
Figures 5.6 and 5.8 are the same simulations as Figure 5.4, but radars 1 and 4
are attenuated by 30db before reaching the tornadic vortex test pattern. The solid
lines represent the use of dynamic radar integration and the dashed lines are the
result of not using dynamic integration over the information oriented measures for
the simulation. Similar trends are seen in the information oriented measures as they
were in figures 5.5 and 5.7 . Where dynamic integration was used, the accuracy
and precision, Ar, Avˆr and Pvˆr , stayed high, while the capacities decrease because
only using 2 radars for integrating over the test pattern. We can deduce from these
simulations that while the network can provide higher amounts of information, this
information does not always lead to higher precision and accuracy of the measured
fields. We need to take this into consideration when evaluating not only the network
parameters but the data collected during operation. We also see that the accuracy
and precision, Ar, Avˆr and Pvˆr , over the network for the simulations performed in
this chapter return high values for , Ar, Avˆr and Pvˆr , and all information measures,
especially when dynamic integration is taken into consideration. This brings us to
the next section of the paper, which will investigate a quantity we refer to as excess
capacity. The measure of excess capacity enables us to define objective functions
that takes into consideration the parameters of the radar and the potential agility
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Figure 5.4: Plots a-f show the separation of the 3 classes of radars; Blue solid box is
1o Mechanical Xband Magnetron Radars, Green dashed box is 2o Mechanical Xband
Magnetron and Phase-tilt and Phase-Phase Xband Solid State Radars, and Black
dash-dot box 2o×3.5o Phase-tilt Xband Solid State Radar. Radar parameters, topolo-
gies, and orientations are plotted and explained within the text 5.2.2
the radar technologies presents while performing the complex trade-off between the
simulation parameters and information oriented measures.
5.3 Objective function
Pursuant to the exploration of the multiobjective problem defined by trade-offs of
radar and network parameters and the performance of the weather sensor network, a
method based on information oriented information objective functions will be defined
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Figure 5.5: radar 4 is attenuated by 30db before reaching the Rankine. The difference
between the solid line and the dotted line in these curves is that the dotted line rep-
resents dynamic radar integration while the solid line represents the lack of dynamic
radar integration.
in chapter 6. The need for a method is motivated by the exploration of the topology
and orientation for three cases of weather sensors and the discovery that an objective
function is necessary to evaluate network parameters across different technologies and
address how to adaptively choose which radar should be incorporated into network
measurements. In the previous sections we show that a good measure to be used to
build the objective function is the accuracy and precision, Ar, Avˆr and Pvˆr , necessary
for a measurement by the weather sensor given a task to complete. Depending on
the weather sensor and network parameters the objective may be reached with excess
capacity, which is defined as the bits available to be used for alternate tasks once the
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Figure 5.6: radars 1 and 4 are attenuated by 30db before reaching the Rankin test
pattern. Again, we are showing both dynamic and non-dynamic radar integration of
the information measures.
weather sensor meets the requirements of the user for that particular task. We define
three measures of excess capacity; reflectivity excess capacity, IrXcap, velocity excess
capacity, IvrXcap, and fused velocity excess capacity, IfvrXcap(i) . Each of the excess
capacities are calculated for each node, the subscript i in fused velocity capacity refers
to the ith radar in the fusion pair.
5.3.1 Excess Capacity
The excess capacity is the capacity of a weather sensor unused in obtaining a
particular accuracy or precision for a given task or target scan. The excess capacity
can be utilized by the network through the use of radar agility to rapidly scan other
target scans or volumes of interest or when agility is not available, to decreased dwell
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Figure 5.7: Plots a-f show the separation of the 3 classes of radars; Blue solid box is
1o Mechanical Xband Magnetron Radars, Green dashed box is 2o Mechanical Xband
Magnetron and Phase-tilt and Phase-Phase Xband Solid State Radars, and Black
dash-dot box 2o × 3.5o Phase-tilt Xband Solid State Radar. Triangle topology, three
orientations plotted. Radar 1 and 4 encounters 30dB of attenuation. Dashed lines
represent dynamic radar integration, while solid lines represent the lack of dynamic
radar integration.
time and increase scan rate. In the example presented here we will vary the SNR of
the simulated radar to illustrate the effect of limiting dwell time. In chapter 6, we
will develop a method to minimize the excess capacity over the channels, while still
satisfying possibly conflicting weather sensor objectives.
The excess capacity for the reflectivity channel is the capacity used to make a
measurement, minus the capacity necessary to reach a defined accuracy,
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Figure 5.8: Plots a-f show the separation of the 3 classes of radars; Blue solid box is
1o Mechanical Xband Magnetron Radars, Green dashed box is 2o Mechanical Xband
Magnetron and Phase-tilt and Phase-Phase Xband Solid State Radars, and Black
dash-dot box 2o × 3.5o Phase-tilt Xband Solid State Radar. Triangle topology, three
orientations plotted. Radar 1 and 4 encounters 30dB of attenuation. Dashed lines
represent dynamic radar integration, while solid lines represent the lack of dynamic
radar integration.
IrXcap = I
(m)
rcap − I(n)rcap (5.3)
The measured capacity and necessary capacity to reach a defined accuracy are
denoted by superscripts m and n, respectively. The reflectivity capacity, for a radar
sensing volume, in both cases, measured and necessary to reach the defined accuracy,
are calculated using (2.2). Figure 5.9 plots reflectivity accuracy against excess ca-
pacity for different values of spectral width. The measured SNR in this case is set to
20dB.
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Figure 5.9: Reflectivity accuracy as a function of excess capacity for a measure SNR
of 20dB. Design curves for different values of spectrum width are shown.
The excess capacity of the velocity channel, like the reflectivity channel, is the
capacity used to make a measurement, minus the capacity necessary to reach a defined
accuracy and/or precision,
IvrXcap = I
(m)
vrcap − I(n)vrcap (5.4)
where the superscript m and n refer to the capacity for a given measurement and
the capacity necessary to meet a defined accuracy and/or precision, respectively. The
velocity capacity of a radar volume is calculated using (3.1). The velocity excess ca-
pacity is given by (5.4). Figure 5.10 a and b plots velocity accuracy and precision, Avˆr
and Pvˆr , against excess capacity for different values of spectral width. The measured
SNR in this case is set to 20dB.
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The measure of excess capacity of the velocity fusion channel combines the mea-
surements from a pair of weather sensors within the network. This combination is
dependent on not only the accuracies and precisions of each weather sensor but also
on geometric quantities given by the network topology and orientation of the wind
vectors, equations (4.5) and (4.6). In the following illustration of velocity fusion
excess capacity we will assume a ring of velocity vectors at the center of a square
topology network, figure 5.2, with an average return producing an SNR of 20dB at
the weather sensor. We will also make the approximation that the angle between the
radars, θdd12 , is 90
o and the projection angles, α1 and α2, are related by α1 = 90−α2.
The average fusion accuracy or fusion precision is found by integrating (4.5) or (4.6)
over all points on the ring, α1 from 0 to 360
o. The fusion accuracy between radar 1
and radar 2 simplifies to the average of the two accuracies,
Accvr12 =
Accvr1 + Accvr2
2
(5.5)
Calculating the excess capacity for each of the radars using (5.4), the fusion ac-
curacy or precision and excess capacity for each radar is shown in figure 5.11a and
b.
5.4 Discussion
The integrative information measures identify trends within each network topol-
ogy. The blue curves in figure 5.4 of the square topology 1o mechanically scanned
radars shows a trend for higher information extraction at the edges, 15km from the
0km, of the network and lower information extraction at the center of the network.
The reflectivity accuracy of the square topology 1o mechanically scanned radars has
a slight dip in the center of the network. The reflectivity accuracy and velocity accu-
racy and precision of the square topology 1o mechanically scanned radars dip down
at the edges of the network and peak at the center. The green curves in figure 5.4
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of the hexagon topology 1o mechanically scanned radars show a steadily increasing
trend in the amount of information extracted from the scene from the edges with a
small dip in the very center of the network. The reflectivity accuracy varies little over
the network for the hexagon topology 1o mechanically scanned radars. The velocity
accuracy and precision for the hexagon topology 1o mechanically scanned radars dip
at the edges of the network, roughly 8km from 0km. Regions of the network can be
defined based on the amount of information extracted and quality of the information
extracted from the test pattern.
The integrative information measures identify trends across the network topolo-
gies. Figure 5.4 illustrate that the square and hexagon network topologies for the 1o
mechanically scanned radars have the same trends over the different networks. The
information extracted from the test pattern for both topologies peaks at the edges
of the network and falls in the center. The reflectivity accuracy vary little over the
network, with the peak at the edges. The velocity accuracy and precision of both
topologies peak at the center of the network and have a low spot at the network
edges. The information measures result in consistent characterization of the network
for different topologies.
The integrative information measures are particularly responsive to the differ-
ent subclasses of weather radars. Figure 5.4 shows that the weather radar network
configuration made up of 1o mechanically scanned radars consistently have the high-
est amounts of information with the best quality extracted over the test pattern of
the subclasses. The square topology configuration of the phase mechanical with the
2×3.5o have the least amount of information with the lowest quality extracted of the
subclasses. The square and triangular topology configurations made up of weather
radars with 2o boresite beamwidths have information extracted with quality that fell
between the other two subclasses of radars. Figure 5.4 illustrates that the weather
radars with similar parameters cluster based on the information oriented measures.
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The integrative information oriented measures distinguish between good informa-
tion bits and bad information bits. The information oriented measures of accuracy
and precision capture the ratio of good bit to bad bits through their relationship to
bit error rate of the information extracted from the scene. The solid and dashed
lines in figure 5.5 show the effects of not using and using dynamic radar integration
when radar 4 experiences 30dB of path loss for all square topology network config-
urations, respectively. The reflectivity and velocity capacity without dynamic radar
integration decrease toward the upper part of the network. The velocity information
without dynamic radar integration does not change because the information measure
does not vary with SNR, consistent with work in [23]. The quality of the informa-
tion extracted get progressively worse moving north in the network. The quality of
information for the phase-phase and phase-tilt are the lowest, dropping below 50% in
velocity accuracy and precision for the case of the phase-tilt 2 × 3.5o weather radar
network. The dynamic integration information extracted from the test pattern all
decrease going toward the northern part of the network. The quantities of reflectivity
and velocity capacity and information decrease due to the information from radar
4 is not included in the integration. The plots of reflectivity accuracy and velocity
accuracy show that the information quality, excluding the bad bits from radar 4, in
all measures is above 90%.
Integrative information measures capture the fragility of the network. The low
quality information levels, given by the solid lines in figure 5.6, reflect the 30dB of
path loss experience by radars 1 and 4. The reflectivity accuracy for all the config-
urations drop below 95%. The velocity accuracy is below 70% for the 2o mechanical
configuration and below 50% for the phase-tilt and phase-phase configurations. The
velocity precision for all the configurations is below 50%, and just hovering above 0%
for the phase-tilt 2o × 3.5o configuration. When dynamic radar integration is used,
dash lines in figure 5.6, the low quality information of radar 1 and 4 is not consid-
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ered. The dynamic radar integration reduces the information to half the amount in
figure 5.4, at the same quality. The network is fragile with respect to poor quality
information.
The hexagon configuration has similar trends to the square configuration, but
show differences in the scanning performance of the phase-tilt radars. The same test
pattern is used for simulations in figures 5.5 and 5.7 and figures 5.6 and 5.8. The intro-
duction of path loss to the radars results in network information quality to decrease.
Dynamic integration has the same effect on the hexagon configuration and square
configuration by improving the quality of the information collected. The hexagonal
network configuration also illustrates the same fragility as the square network con-
figurations. The phased array radar nodes have three panels requiring off bore-sight
scanning ±60 degrees for all orientations, described in section 5.2. The scan loss at
the extremes of the panels result in dips in the information and information quality.
The 2o phase-tilt in the hexagon configuration, labeled PT2degTriO2, illustrate the
issue at the 10km mark in figures 5.7 and 5.8.
The integrative property of information measures captures both the robustness
and fragility of network based measurements. Velocity fusion is calculated from the
combined accuracy of two radars, given in (4.5). Figure 5.1 show uniformly dis-
tributed, moderately high precipitation of Ze = 40dBZ throughout the network of
2o mechanical weather radars in square and hexagon configurations, panels a and c
respectively. The fusion network algorithm[24] mitigates the effects of attenuation
by always choosing the two radars with the highest accuracies available. The mean
fusion accuracy of the network for the case of moderately high precipitation illustrate
the robustness of the network resulting in 97% and 96% for the square and hexagon
configurations, respectively. Figure 5.1 b and c, square and hexagon configurations,
have uniformly distributed, high precipitation of Ze = 50dBZ throughout the net-
works. Each of the weather radars experience high two way attenuation, ∼ 2.25
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dB/km[29]. The velocity fusion accuracy reflects the fragility of the network in high
intensity precipitation resulting in mean network accuracy of 60% and 55% for the
square and hexagon configurations, respectively.
With the information measures and allied test patterns significant trade offs be-
tween fragility and agility begin to emerge. The scan loss inherent to electronic
scanning is illustrated clearly in figures 5.7 and 5.8 at 10km for the 2o phase tilt
network in orientation 2. The amount and quality of the information in all configura-
tions is higher for the 2o mechanical scanning radar. The electronic scanning does not
have inertial effects when positioning the beam. In addition each node, depending on
the configuration, has a minimum of three panels. The agile beam steering combined
with the potential utilization of all node panels simultaneously, gives the electronic
scanning the capability of decreasing the scan time considerably over a scene.
Information measures capture the conflict between required information quality
and the amount of information extracted. Integrative information measure provide
insight into the trade-offs over the network for varying technologies. Simulations with
radars experiencing path loss resulted in low quality information being extracted from
the network. Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 show that accuracy, precision and inte-
grated information oriented measures increase as the signal to noise increases, for
reflectivity, velocity, and dual-Doppler. Figures 5.11-5.9 show that as the require-
ment for accuracy and precision, for reflectivity, velocity and fusion, decrease the
more excess information is extracted from the scene. These curves show the trade off
between the information quantities and that the conflict between the amount of infor-
mation and the required accuracy can be explored through the information measure
of excess capacity.
The information measures can be summed to create integrative functions. Figures
5.11-5.9 are smooth, well behaved, convex functions of excess information versus
accuracy and precision for the information measure of reflective, velocity and fusion,
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respectively. The simulations show that the information measures for reflectivity,
velocity and fusion are additive over subspaces resulting in curves characterizing the
weather radars network performance.
An approach to extending newly formulated information measurers to support the
evaluation of networks of weather sensors of different technologies and configurations
is presented and explored. By abstracting over sensor system estimators and pa-
rameters, information measures are formulated[25, 23, 24]. Applying these measures
to standardized test patterns, network simulations are done in order to explore the
network and sensor characteristics of varying weather radar technologies and orien-
tations. The information measure’s integrative property demonstrates the potential
to provide the base for system level design and optimization.
Simulations are done considering two topologies, three orientations, and five radar
configurations. The test pattern used to standardize the measurements is composed
of a three parameter vortex model[55] passed through the center of the networks,
south to north. The results of the simulations show that the information measures
identify trends within and across network topologies, capture the robustness of vary-
ing network configurations, and uncover emerging trade-offs between the agility and
fragility for the weather radar configurations. The weather radars configured with
electronic beam steering resulted in the worst performance over the network config-
urations, with velocity accuracies dropping below 50% in many cases. The overall
worst performer in the network, consistently producing less than half the informa-
tion at lower quality, is the phase-tilt 2o × 3.5o configuration, likely due to the lower
power and smaller aperture. Subsequent analysis shows that the integrative informa-
tion measure creates well behaved additive functions that capture conflicts between
required information quality and the amount of information extracted from the scene.
Chapter 5 results in an approach that is capable of extending the integrative infor-
mation measures to support the exploration of networked weather radar technologies
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and configurations. Extension of the present approach to higher level systems eval-
uation will require further guidance in the form of requirements, constraints, and
preferences, along with a tool to manage the complexity of the exploration. Chapter
6 will develop the method necessary to progress through the layers of abstraction
and enable the conversation between domain experts and decision makers over the
complicated trade spaces to converge.
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CHAPTER 6
COMPUTATIONAL METROLOGY: EVOLUTION
Complex engineered systems evolve, with a tendency toward self-organization[10],
which can, paradoxically, frustrate the aims of those seeking to develop them. The
systems engineer, seeking to promote the development in the context of changing
and uncertain requirements, is challenged by conceptual gaps that emerge within
engineering projects, particularly as they scale up, that inhibit communication among
the various stakeholders. Overall optimization, involving multiple criterion, is often
expressed in the language of the individual parties, increasing the complexity of the
overall situation, subsuming the participants within the evolution of the complex
engineered system, conflating the objective and subjective in counter productive or
inefficient ways that can arrest healthy development.
The conventional pragmatic systems engineering approach to the resolution of such
situations is to introduce architectural discipline by way of separation of concerns. In
complex engineered systems projects, the crucial interface, at any level of abstraction,
is between the technical domain experts and higher level decision makers. Bridging
the ensuing conceptual gap requires models and methods that provide communication
tools promoting a convergence of the conversation between these parties on a common
”common sense” of the underlying reality of the evolving engineered system. In
the interest of conceptual clarity, we confine our investigation to a restricted, but
important general class of evolving engineered system, information gathering and
utilizing systems. Such systems naturally resolve the underlying domain specific
measures by reduction into common plausible information measures aimed at an
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overall sense of informativeness. For concreteness, we further restrict the investigation
and the demonstration to a species that is well documented in the open literature:
weather radar networks, and in particular to the case of the currently emerging system
referred as CASA.
Weather radar networks are complex engineered systems which monitor and fore-
cast even more complex and complicated atmospheric phenomena that support even
more complicated socio-technical systems of systems such as the National Severe
Weather Center. Agile electronically scanned radars have been proposed as possible
replacements for existing radar systems, one being the sit and spin WSR-88D weather
radars. In the traditional S-band, MPAR has been proposed as an agile component
upgrade of the WSR-88D NEXRAD weather radar network, supporting multiple mis-
sions involving surveillance of weather and hard targets[40]. The radars In S-Band
networks are long range with spacing on the order off 250km in the east and 350km
in the west [53]. This results in gaps in coverage at low altitudes in the midranges
between radars. In this context, a new species of remote atmospheric sensor networks
has emerged based on X-band radars [49]. What distinguishes these agile, short range,
low power systems from the conventional weather sensor systems is their operation
as networks of distributed adaptive sensors. The complexity of designing networked
sensors requires an abstraction over and capturing of the fundamental performance
of the networked and individual sensors to bridge the gap between the higher level
decision makers, policy makers, and the domain experts, the radar hardware design-
ers. Information oriented measures developed in chapters 2-4 allow for the bridging
of the gap by doing just that, capturing the sensor physics while abstracting over
them. In this case, the information measures that abstract over sensor technology
estimators in such a way as to provide objective functions that can be used in multi
objective optimizations. Chapter 6 demonstrates that a method using appropriate
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Figure 6.1: The informative measures are abstraction over the sensor system esti-
mators and parameters allowing integration over, and characterization of, a single or
network of sensors. Objective functions formulated with informative measures cap-
ture the impact of varying parameters, design vector, on systems and networks of
systems.
information oriented objective functions within a multiobjective genetic algorithm
analysis captures the evolution of complex engineered systems.
6.1 Method
As shown in figure 6.1, sets of information oriented measures of the performance
of sensor systems may be represented in components of an overall objective vector for
purposes of evaluation and optimization. Chapters 2 - 5 show how these measures
abstract the sensor system estimators of the underlying parameters of the overall
system[25, 23, 24]. The complexity of the sensor networks considered here results in
vectors with high dimensions that make it difficult for the decision makers to compre-
hend. Here we explore the effectiveness of multiobjective genetic algorithms(MOGA)
in concert with recent visualization advances to facilitate the decision making process
that goes into the evolution of complex information gathering and utilizing systems,
such as weather radar networks and particularly prospective adaptive networks. In
order to evaluate the method we analyze the CASA IP1 network as a benchmark case
of a well documented, emerging information gathering and utilizing system that is
undergoing rapid evolution.
Traditionally, there are three approaches to optimizing multi-criterion, multiob-
jective problems that make use of genetic algorithms to arrive at the so called Pareto
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frontier [54]. The first is to combine the multiobjectives into a single overall objec-
tive using weights that are assigned a priori by the decision makers [39]. This has
the well known disadvantage of confounding subjective and objective factors that,
among other things, lacks transparency and leads to confusion of decision making
with technical analysis. The second approach is to apply the MOGA analysis inter-
actively, consulting the decision makers while the search for the optimal solutions is
being completed[77]. The third approach, applied to the method evaluated in this
chapter, takes the decision makers preferences into consideration after the analysis is
completed[7]. Even then, section 6.3 shows that the decision maker’s preferences are
superficially applied to the solution set for improved visualization, further analysis of
the subjective preferences will be investigated in [26]. Details of MOGA can be found
in text and literature [3, 32, 30, 7].
6.1.1 Information Oriented Objective Functions
The information oriented objective functions needed to apply MOGA to sens-
ing system design and engineering process are enabled by the information oriented
measures, introduced in chapters 2-4, in conjunction with a computational metrol-
ogy based on test patterns that represent scenes from which the information is
gathered[25, 23, 24]. In figure 6.2, a test pattern is shown that is comprised of
12 subspaces that contain the salients to be sampled. This test pattern was chosen
to represent a typical scene that is envisioned for future generations of weather radar
systems[40]. The test pattern includes combinations of weather targets and low fly-
ing hard targets. While in earlier work we simulated the entire networks of weather
radars, in this chapter we will restrict our analysis to comparing single radars using
reduced models of the sampled subspaces, in order to adequately validate and verify
the MOGA method without undue complications, or loss of generality. The nature
of the method is readily scalable to sensor network systems and systems of systems,
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of the method to accelerate the evolution of atmospheric dis-
turbance sensors.
which is beyond the scope of the present work[26]. However, one can easily envision
the extension to multi-radar systems by considering the present test pattern as one of
many projections onto particular radars. The objective functions used in the present
work are chosen to explore the trade-offs between the conflicting objectives of infor-
mation capacity, gathered information, quality of information, cost, and scan time.
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The method allows iteration on the choice of objective functions in the event that
new objectives become relevant to the analysis.
The subspace is the region defined by the beam solid angle, ∆θs×∆φs, and range
extent, ∆Rs given in table 6.2. The subscript s refers to the s
th subspace. Figure
6.2 shows there are two classes of targets, six weather subspaces and six hard target
subspaces.
The objective functions, Ji(θ), where the subscript i is the ith objective function,
and θ is the design vector, are constructed as follows:
J1(θ) =
S∑
s=1
(
Isrcap + I
s
vcap
)
(6.1)
J2(θ) =
S∑
s=1
(
IHDsrcap
)
(6.2)
J3(θ) =
S∑
s=1
(Isr ) (6.3)
J4(θ) =
S∑
s=1
(Isv) (6.4)
J5(θ) =
S∑
s=1
(
IHDsr
)
(6.5)
J6(θ) =
S∑
s=1
(
BERsr +BER
s
vˆr
+BERsσˆvr
)
3S
(6.6)
J7(θ) =
S∑
s=1
(
T ssubspace
)
+
S−1∑
s=1
(T strans) (6.7)
J8(θ) = costRbase + costpower + costagility + costantenna (6.8)
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The information oriented measures of information capacity (Isrcap and I
s
vcap), infor-
mation (Isr and I
s
v), and Bit Error Rate (BER
s
r, BER
s
vˆr
, and BERsσˆvr) are captured
in equations (6.1)-(6.6). The superscript HD indicates hard target information ori-
ented measures and the subscript s is used to identify the subspace. The information
oriented measures are built on the concept of adaptive channel models that cap-
ture the scenes multiple spatial and temporal distributions. These adaptive channels
model the interaction between the radar and the test pattern, and are corrected for
propagation effects of intervening weather. The information oriented measures of
each adaptive channel is modeled in a way that is aggregated over the common grid
points within each subspace, and is then summed over all the subspaces yielding a
total information measure over the scene.
There are two criterion for separating the weather target information measures
from the hard target information measures; the first is the separate objective functions
for weather and hard targets illustrates the impact of the scanning strategy over two
different categories of targets at a wide range of locations, and the second is an
objective function for velocity capacity and information is not calculated for the hard
target subspaces. In this particular test pattern the high inertial hard target has a
well defined velocity for the sampling times of less than 1 second.
The hard target information, used in objective function (6.2) and (6.5) are calcu-
lated assuming a Swerling 1 model [61], with in-phase and quadrature receiver signal
having statistics that are zero mean gaussian distributions. The reflectivity informa-
tion for the hard targets is calculated in the same manner as the weather signals1, but
reflectivity BER, and velocity information measures are not calculated. The relation-
ships between the decision vector and the informative objective functions for hard
1The effective spectrum width assumes pulse to pulse coherence[61] and not scan to scan coher-
ence. The estimated spectrum width is found by assuming hard target decoherence is equal to the
dwell time of the ASR-11 terminal area surveillance radar of ∼ 18s [17]
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target reflectivity information is the same as the reflectivity information detailed in
chapter 2,[22].
The first two objective functions, (6.1) and (6.2), sum the information channel
capacity for weather and hard targets over the subspaces, respectively. Two types of
information capacity, reflectivity(Ircap) and velocity(Ivcap), are defined instantaneously
as the maximum bit rate that can be sustained by the adaptive channels. The value of
the capacity tracks changes in weather and sampling conditions, which is an extension
in generalization of the Shannon capacity to the present situation. In the present
analysis the objective functions of channel capacity are minimized to ensure maximum
capacity utilization, other objective functions to be introduced ensure sufficiency of
capacity. Objective function, (6.1), combines the reflectivity and velocity capacity
over the scene for two reasons; the first is, interest in reducing excess capcity by
minimizing the total excess capacity, and the objective function is not weighted saving
computational time by not increasing the dimensionality of the problem. The method
is not limited to the present number of objective functions, and if there is reason,
objective function, (6.1), can be split into two independent objective functions.
Objective functions J3, J4, and J4 are aggregated over the individual reflectiv-
ity, velocity, and hard target reflectivity channels, which are then summed over the
subspaces, respectively. These functions are maximized.
The bit error rates are a measure of the quality of the information extracted and
are a function of the errors in the underlying estimators. Objective function J6 used
in this analysis consolidated the BER associated with the various channels to provide
an overall quality of information measure. The summation is over S, the subspaces,
of the individual terms of each subspace referring to the reflectivity, (BERr) the
velocity (BERvˆr), and the spectrum width (BERσˆvr). Each of the bit error rates
can be separated into individual objective functions, increasing the computational
resources necessary to find solutions to the higher dimensional problem. Section
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6.2.4 gives an alternate procedure for objectively constraining the bit error rates
available in the method. Minimizing the BER, maximizes accuracy and precision of
the information[25, 23, 24].
Objective function J7 is a measure of the total time it takes to acquire the infor-
mation in the scene. It is a measure of the information gathering throughput of the
system, the amount of information collected for the time to complete the test pattern
scan. It is comprised of two summations, the first measures the time it takes to scan
within the subspace, and the second the time it takes to scan between subspaces. The
detailed formulation of this function is presented in section 6.1.1.1. Minimizing J7,
maximizes the throughput.
Objective function J8 is a measure of the cost of the system. The objective function
is developed in section 6.1.1.2. Cost is minimized.
In the present case of a single radar we have reduced our objective vector, J(θ), to
eight dimensions, corresponding to the six aspects of the scene about which we seek
to gather information, the time interval over which we seek it, and the cost of the
deployed system. Other criteria could be included, such as operating cost, mainte-
nance and availability, but the present suite was chosen as minimally representative
of the basic information gathered by such radars. Other options could include in-
formation about polarization and spectrum, but the eight dimensions is sufficient to
demonstrate the core method. Even at eight criteria it is clear that an overall top
down objective optimization is not feasible and thus the systems optimality emerges,
if at all, by evolution over time. This is a very expensive way to proceed. To the
extent that the presently proposed method is effective, it could greatly accelerate such
evolution, increase the likelihood of optimality, reduce cost, and enable the develop
and appraisal of business models. For the present class of systems, MOGA alone is
not sufficient. First, prior MOGA analyses involved comparatively low dimensional
objective vectors[77, 7], based on direct models of the underlying technology. The
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seemingly simple form of the information oriented objective functions is made pos-
sible by the large reduction in form of the underlying radar models and estimators.
Moreover, the information oriented objective functions allow for direct integration
by summation, which is scalable. Since there are no weighting functions and few
restrictive assumptions, hence that the present MOGA analysis would converge by
coincidence on the design that resulted from the actual evolution of the CASA IP1
network, which evolved over 8 years and in turn was based on radar technology that
evolved over 40 years, is very unlikely.
There are two classes of parameters captured in the information measures, signal
model parameters and instrument parameters. The signal model parameters are
defined by the statistical models of the weather incorporated into the test pattern,
and are therefore not decision variables under the control of the decision makers. The
instrument parameters are referred as decision variables which make up the decision
vector, θ = [θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4], and are parameters of the system subject to design. In this
study we chose the following decision variables: maximum transmit power, half power
beam width in azimuth and elevation, and maximum angular velocity of the pedestal,
given in table 6.2. These variables were chosen because the object functions are most
sensitive to them and are sufficient for validating the method. The parameters that
characterize the test patterns are representative of average weather salients [31] and
heavy precipitation conditions[57].
6.1.1.1 Time Objective Function
The time objective function, J7(θ) is split into two summation, the first is the time
to scan each subspace, the second is the time taken to scan between each subspace,
given in figure 6.2. The time to scan each subspace,T ssubspace, is given by the dwell
time of the radar, DT , and the number of positions in azimuth, Baz =
∆θs
θaz3dB
, and
elevation, Bel =
∆φs
φel3dB
, necessary to scan the entire subspace and the time to transition
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from beam to beam within the subspace. The DT is defined by the total number of
samples collected at that beam position multiplied by the pulse repetition time (PRT)
of the sensor. In these simulations beam position is assumed discrete, eliminating any
additional beam broadening or spectrum broadening due to high angular velocity [29].
The time to move from subspace to subspace, T strans, is given by rotating the sensor,
first in elevation from the last position, to the minimum elevation angle of the next
subspace, and then in azimuth to the edge of the next subspace. Transition time for
agile sensors systems assumes no dwell time during the repositioning of the beam.
Equations (6.9) and (6.10) define the subspace time and transition time.
T ssubspace = BazBelDT +Bel [(Baz − 1)aztB2B]
+ (Bel − 1)eltB2B (6.9)
T ssubspace = az
s
tS2S + el
s
tS2S (6.10)
where aztB2B, and eltB2Bare the times to transition from beam position to beam
position. In the case of the transition from subspace to subspace, aztS2S and eltS2S,
the time is calculated from the edge of each subspace (s−1) to s, given by the angular
difference in azimuth and elevation, shown in figure 6.2, multiplied by the angular
velocity in that direction. Transition times are indexed by the two subspaces defining
the angular transition, an index pair (s− 1, s).
aztS2S(s−1,s) = ∆θ
S2S
(s−1,s) × azS2S (6.11)
eltS2S(s−1,s) = ∆φ
S2S
(s−1,s) × elS2S (6.12)
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The distance between the subspaces in azimuth and elevation angular distance are
given by, ∆θS2S(s−1,s) and ∆φ
S2S
(s−1,s), respectively. The angular velocity of the transition
between subspaces in azimuth and elevation are represented in (6.11) and (6.12) by
azS2S and elS2S, respectively.
The aztB2B and eltB2B are calculated in the same way, but using distance between
each pointing angle as ∆θs, ∆φs, and the beam-to-beam angular velocity given by,
azB2B and elB2B. The relationship between azB2B, elB2B, azS2S and elS2S will be
given in the cost objective function.
6.1.1.2 Cost Objective Function
The cost objective function, J8(θ), is made up of four factors; base radar cost,
excess power cost, excess agility cost, and excess antenna cost. Our initial objective
cost function is a first approximation to the true cost function to be created and is
referenced to the cost values for the CASA IP1 weather radars[12, 49]. The CASA IP1
radars are agile, low-power, dual polarization, magnetron weather radars that make
up the CASA IP1 Testbed located in the vicinity of Norman, Oklahoma [44]. Note
that the cost is reflective of the dual polarization system, which introduces a constant
offset. The goal of this work is not to develop the cost models for weather radar
sensors, but to apply a first order cost objective function with time and informative
objective functions to a multiobjective problem to demonstrate the procedure for
converging on a set of decision variables. The present model has a minimal set of
parameters with minimal restrictions on the optimization, but other cost models can
be incorporated in an obvious way.
The first term of (6.8) is a constant set by the radar class, the three other terms
are of the form (λn × excessX)γn , X is a placeholder for P, A, and Ant, which stand
for power, agility and antenna. The excessX is a function of design vectors for either
power, beamwidth, or agility, and λ and γ are set to fall on the single data point
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for the CASA radar system. The cost term for costpower is unique in that for values
of power below an excess of 1 the cost is not influenced. The adjustment was made
based on the assumption that the data acquisition and receive components for a dual
polarized system like CASA’s radars will dominate the cost at lower peak powers.
costpower =
 λ
γ1
1 excessP ≤ 1
[λ1 × excessP]γ1 excessP > 1
(6.13)
costagility = [λ2 × excessA]γ2 (6.14)
costantenna = [λ3 × excessAnt]γ3 (6.15)
where,
excessP =
θ1
κ1
(6.16)
excessA =
θ4
κ2
(6.17)
excessAnt =
κ3
θ2θ3
(6.18)
The theta values in equations (6.16), (6.17), (6.18) are contained in the deci-
sion vector. To simplify the agility cost function, a ratio of the maximum angu-
lar velocity of azimuth beam to beam scanning, subspace to subspace scanning,
and elevation beam to beam scanning and subspace to subspace scanning are set:
azS2S = θ4,elS2S =
azS2S
2
, azB2B =
azS2S
2
, and elB2B =
azB2B
2
. Setting alternate val-
ues for the relationships, or removing the relationships is easily implemented in the
simulation and optimization, but a more detailed cost function would need to be
formulated.
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The method is general to information gathering and utilizing systems, and the
weather sensor system developed by CASA is one such sub-species of these genus of
systems. CASA is a well documented project of interest in this chapter as a case
study. The present collection of objective functions, decision variables and lowest
order models are chosen for clarity of presentation but are sufficiently complex to
provide a non trivial exploration into the method and it’s application to furthering
system evolution and development.
6.1.2 Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithms
Multi-objective optimization seeks to optimize problems that require the simulta-
neous optimization of multiple, often competing objectives [32]. Sawaragi describes
the concept of minimization and maximization in the context of multiobjective opti-
mization problems as[58],
In ordinary single-objective optimization problems, the meaning of
optimality is clear. It usually means the maximization or the minimization
of a certain objective function under given constraints. In multiobjective
optimization problems, on the other hand, it is not clear. Let us consider
the case in which there are a finite number of objective functions each of
which is to be minimized. If there exists a feasible solution, action, or
alternative that minimizes all of the objective functions simultaneously,
we will have no objection to adopting it as the optimal solution. However,
we can rarely expect the existence of such an optimal solution, since the
objectives usually conflict with one another. The objectives, therefore,
must be traded off.
The notation and standard formulation adopted from [7] of a typical multi-objective
optimization problem with m objective functions is,
θ = [θ1, . . . , θi, . . . , θn]
J(θ) = [J1(θ), . . . , Ji(θ), . . . , Jm(θ)]
min
θ∈D
J(θ) (6.19)
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for θ ∈ D
where,
D = {θ : gz(θ) ≤ 0, z = 1, . . . , Z;hk(θ) = 0, w = 1, . . . ,W}
where θ is the decision vector containing the n parameters in the decision variables,
Ji(θ) is the i
th function to be minimized, gz(θ) is the z
th inequality constraint and
hw(θ) is the w
th equality constraint. The feasible decision space of all decision vectors
that satisfy all the constraints is denoted by D . Minimizing the objective functions,
Ji(θ) means that all the objective functions are minimized simultaneously, where at
least one objective function is partially conflicting with another, and there does not
exist a single solution that is better with respect to every objective functions [3, 7].
The Pareto set, ΘP is the set of non-dominated solutions, where Pareto dominance
is defined using the notation in [7].
A solution θ1 dominates another solution θ2, indicated by θ1 ≺ θ2, if
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, Ji(θ1) ≤ Ji(θ2) ∧ ∃k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : Jk(θ1) < Jk(θ2). (6.20)
Therefore, the Pareto optimal set, ΘP , is given by
ΘP = {θ ∈D| 6 ∃θ˜ ∈D : θ˜ ≺ θ}. (6.21)
The Pareto optimal set is unique and normally includes an infinite number of
solutions. The goal of the multiobjective algorithm is to obtain a discrete, and not
unique, approximation to the Pareto optimal set, ΘP , which we reference as Θ
∗
P .
The Pareto set discrete approximation, Θ∗P ⊂ Rl, has an associated set of objective
values for every point that constitutes a discrete approximation to the Pareto front,
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J(Θ∗P ) ⊂ Rm. The ideal point is a point with the minimum value of the Pareto front
at each objective [51].
Genetic Algorithms were originally developed to imitate the process by which
living organisms evolve [35]. Here they are used to simulate the evolution of complex
engineered systems. They have since been applied to multiobjective optimization
problems as algorithms to supply reasonable approximations to the Pareto front and
set [33]. The discrete set of optimum points can then be used by the various decision
makers to drive the evolution of the complex system being optimized, in this case the
weather sensor for a given test pattern. The use of genetical algorithms to calculate
the Pareto front and set of a multiobjective optimization problem is referred to as
MOGA. We will now demonstrate how MOGA can be used to calculate the Pareto
front and set for low order models of a single radar tasked to scan a test pattern
made up of 12 subspaces, illustrated in figure 6.2. Higher order models can be[26]
incorporated into MOGA through the use of a more sophisticated simulation[24, 22].
6.2 MOGA Analysis
The Pareto front and set for the multiobjective optimization problem is calculated
using a MOGA analysis with the objective functions given by equations (6.1)-(6.8).
The decision variables for each simulation is given in table 6.1, along with the values
used in the cost function. The JEGA library[30] contains the MOGA used to perform
the Pareto optimizations in this set of analyses. The settings for the algorithm are:
• Seed: 10983
• Maximum Evaluations: 3000
• Initialization: Unique Random
• Crossover: Shuffle Random
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• Number Offspring: 2
• Number Parents: 2
• Crossover Rate: 0.8
• Mutation: Replace Uniform
• Mutation Rate: 0.1
• Fitness Type: Dominant Count
• Replacement Type: Below Limit of 6
• Shrinkage Percentage: 0.9
• Convergence: Metric Tracker
• Percentage Change: 0.05
• Number of Generations: 40
Minimal constraints are applied to promote the exploration of the design variables
without biasing the results in any way. The various BERs are constrained within each
subspace to be less than 50%, unless otherwise noted. The azimuth to elevation ratio
is constrained to be no greater than 2 and no less than 1/2, this allows a relatively
large latitude in antenna design that is consistent with present practice and hence is
not unduly restrictive. The constraints are introduced through gz(θ) in (6.19).
The MOGA analysis is done for the purpose of making it possible for decision
makers to choose the best overall trade-off of the multiple criterion subject to what
is objectively known about the system and to the preferences of the decision maker
without having to resort to subjective weighting functions and in such a way that the
decision must be explicitly acknowledge preferences. One of the main advantages of
the MOGA method is it does not require the prior mixture of objective and subjective
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factors in the criterion and allows for a clear separation of concerns, which in turn
facilitates ongoing requirements engineering as they evolve.
6.2.1 Test Pattern
The test pattern shown in figure 6.2 is comprised of both weather and hard target
subspaces to be scanned by the sensing system being simulated. The test pattern
in figure 6.2 is created using lower order models that are approximations to the test
patterns of [24, 22]. Higher order model simulations require a substantial increase in
computation power and time.
The variables for each of the subspaces are given in table 6.2, for the present
purpose the values of reflectivity and spectrum width are held constant without loss
of generality. As will be shown these low order models yield significant insight into
the usefulness of the present analysis.
The locations of the six hard targets at various ranges and elevation angles are
given in figure 6.2 and table 6.2. To guarantee a return from the hard targets, they
are set to an arbitrarily high value of 80dBZ[16].2All of these approximations are first
order and can be further refined to capture the level of detail required in the analysis.
6.2.2 Design I: Mechanical beam steering in azimuth and elevation
The first set of MOGA analysis is done with an agile mechanical pedestal using the
decision variables and cost variables listed in table 6.1, referred to as the benchmark
design. Additional parameters are necessary to complete the simulation but are held
constant outside the decision set. These values are wavelength, λ = 3.2cm, receiver
bandwidth, BW3dB = 1.5MHz, noise figure, F = 5.5dB, and pulse repetition time,
PRT = 417µs.
2In higher order models a relationship between reflectivity and radar cross section can be applied.
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Table 6.2: Subspace Settings
SubSpace R Ze σv ∆R ∆θs ∆φs
(km) (dBZ) (m/s) (km) (deg) (deg)
1 7 30 2 2.5 20 5
2 10 30 2 5 20 10
3 35 80 0.2 - - -
4 25 30 2 10 20 15
5 30 80 0.2 - - -
6 3 80 0.2 - - -
7 10 30 2 10 20 5
8 10 80 0.2 - - -
9 15 80 0.2 - - -
10 30 30 2 5 20 10
11 20 30 2 5 10 5
12 20 80 0.2 - - -
Figure 6.4 shows two views of the common type of representation of a 3D Pareto
front, three of the eight objectives on each axis, J1, J6 and J8. The left hand panel
shows a concave surface with respect to the reference arrow, seen better in the right
hand panel looking down the J8 axis. Locating the Pareto optimal point on this
surface is not obvious and adding plots for five other dimensions further confuses
the problem. For these higher dimensional problems a visualization technique called
Level Diagrams [7] will be used to enable an improved analysis of the Pareto front and
will provide an excellent tool for the decision makers.
The Level Diagrams classify each Pareto front by the distance of the Pareto front
from the ideal point, accounting for all the objectives simultaneously. It is extremely
unlikely for an optimized solution to the Pareto front to achieve the ideal point[3],
but we define the Pareto optimal point as the point with the shortest 1-norm distance
from the ideal point. Every objective (Ji(θ), i = 1, . . . ,m) is normalized and classified
with respect to its minimum and maximum values on the Pareto front, Jnormi (θ), i =
1, . . . ,m [7]:
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Jmaxi = max
θ∈Θ∗P
Ji(θ), J
min
i = min
θ∈θ∗P
Ji(θ), i = 1, . . . ,m (6.22)
Jnormi (θ) =
Ji(θ)− Jmini
Jmaxi − Jmini
(6.23)
such that,
0 ≤ Jnormi (θ) ≤ 1 (6.24)
Different norms can be applied to to evaluate the distance and give a different view
of the Pareto front and subsequently different values to the Pareto optimal point [7].
The norm used here is the 1-norm:
||Jnorm(θ)||1 =
m∑
i=1
|Jnormi (θ)| (6.25)
where,
0 ≤ ||Jnorm(θ)||1 ≤ m (6.26)
The 1-norm takes into account all the objectives, and can be used to analyze the
performance of the solution in an all-around manner [77]. Level Diagram is plotted by
first sorting the Pareto front in ascending order according to ||Jnorm(θ)||1. Each point
is then graphically represented by a point on the y-axis, corresponding to ||Jnorm(θ)||1,
and the x-axis, corresponding to the value of the objective, or decision variable, in
physical units. Using this representation, all plots are synchronized with respect
to the y-axis, meaning a single level on the y-axis returns all the information for a
single point on any of the objective function or decision variables plots. Representing
the Pareto front and set with Level Diagrams gives the decision makers a clear and
comprehensive picture of the decision variables across all of the objective functions
simultaneously that has not been previously possible even in the context of MOGA,
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a feature of the present methodology that is made even more critical by the scope of
evolution of the present case.
The Level Diagrams of the Pareto front and set for the MOGA analysis of the
agile mechanical X-band radar is given in figure 6.5. The Pareto optimal point is the
light green square referenced by the arrow. Black vertical lines in plots of J7, J8, θ1, θ2
and θ3 represent the specifications given in [44, 12] for the CASA IP1 weather radars.
Given the complexity of the multiobjective problem, it is surprising to see the Pareto
optimal point coming in close comparison to the documented values of the CASA
IP1 weather sensing radar. The Pareto optimal point returns θaz3dB = 1.6
o, θel3dB =
1.9o, Pt = 9.4kW, cost = $459k and time = 53sec, compared to the IP1 values of
θaz3dB = 1.8
o, θel3dB = 1.8
o, Pt = 8kW, cost = $459k and heart beat time = 60sec.
The rest of the values of the Pareto optimal point are given in table 6.3.
Rain attenuation, due to scattering and absorption of electromagnetic waves by the
rain drops, can be significant at X-band frequencies. Therefore, the system engineer
cannot neglect the impact on the overall design of the weather sensor and weather
sensor network. Using the model derived in [29], the least squares fit to logarithms of
the Burrows and Attwood data[14], the on-way, specific attenuation can be calculated
for a given rain rate at X-band frequencies 3. Analyses for the mechanical, phase-
tilt and phase-phase weather sensors were completed and summarized in table 6.3.
Further discussion of these analyses will be completed in section 6.4.
6.2.3 Design II: Electronic beam steering in azimuth, mechanical beam
steering in elevation
The second set of MOGA analyses is done with a phase-tilt weather radar using
design variables and cost variables listed in table 6.1, referred to as the innovation
3The Laws and Parsons[45] drop size distribution is assumed, Z(dBZ) = 10 log10
(
400R1.4
)
. Rain
rate, R, is in units of millimeters per hour
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Figure 6.5: 1-norm Level Diagram of the Pareto front and set the eight objective func-
tions used in the MOGA analysis of the benchmark X-band weather radar described
in section 6.2.2.
design. The phase tilt radar is an electronically scanned radar in azimuth and me-
chanically scanned radar in elevation. The phase-tilt weather radar has a maximum
scan angle of 45o off boresite, requiring four panels to cover the 360o volume covered
by one mechanically scanned dish antenna. The electronic beam steering has the ad-
vantage of no inertia, so a fixed value can be associated with the beam repositioning.
Here we assume the switching time of all the electronics necessary to reposition the
beam is ∼ 150µs4. The use of electronic beam steering also introduces scanning loss,
4The value is representative of a ferrite phase shifter switching time[61]. Newer technology, such
as digital phase shifters and switches may offer faster switching times.
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which impact the effective size of the aperture and gain. These effects are modeled
through a cosine scaling factor given in section 5.2 by (5.1) and (5.2).
The phase-tilt sensor has loss in only one scan plane, but the phase-phase in
the next section is impacted in both planes. Additional parameters are necessary to
complete the phase-tilt simulation but are held constant outside the decision vector.
These values are wavelength, λ = 3.2cm, receiver bandwidth, BW3dB = 1.5MHz,
noise figure, F = 5.5dB, and pulse repetition time, PRT = 417µs. A nonlinear pulse
compression technique, the same as what was used for simulations in [24] and [22], is
applied to this analysis and is described in detail in [6] and [34].
The Level Diagrams of the Pareto front and set for the MOGA analysis of the
phase-tilt X-band radar is given in figure 6.6. The Pareto optimal is the light green
square referenced by the arrow. Black vertical lines in plots of θ1 and θ2 represent the
specifications given in [36] for the proposed CASA Phase-Tilt weather radars. Given
the complexity of the multiobjective problem, the values returned by the Pareto
optimal point being similar to the known prototype specifications, indicates that the
evolution of the prototype would benefit and be accelerated by utilizing the presented
methodology. The CASA Prototype specifications are θaz3dB = 2
o and Pt = 65W
compared to the Pareto optimal point values of θaz3dB = 1.9
o and Pt = 76W . The
values of the Pareto optimal point are given in table 6.3.
6.2.4 Design III: Electronic beam steering in azimuth and elevation
The final MOGA analysis is done with a phase-phase weather radar using design
variables and cost variables listed in table 6.1, referred to as the speculation design.
Effects of electronic beam steering in azimuth and elevation on gain and beamwidth
are given in equations (5.1) and (5.2). The phase-phase sensor also has a maximum
azimuth scan angle of 45o and a maximum elevation scan angle of 30o. Additional
parameters are necessary to complete the simulation but are held constant outside the
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Figure 6.6: 1-norm Level Diagram of the Pareto front and set the eight objective func-
tions used in the MOGA analysis of the innovation X-band weather radar described
in section 6.2.3.
design set. These values are wavelength, λ = 3.2cm, receiver bandwidth, BW3dB =
1.5MHz, noise figure, F = 5.5dB, and pulse repetition time, PRT = 417µs. The
same nonlinear pulse compression technique used in the previous phase-tilt analysis
is applied here. The phase-phase signal sees 2-way path attenuation from a uniformly
distributed precipitation, Ze = 43dBZ, throughout the test pattern.
The Level Diagrams of the Pareto front and set for the MOGA analysis of the
phase-phase X-band radar is given in figure 6.7. The Pareto optimal point is the light
green square referenced by the arrow. The values of the Pareto optimal point are
given in table 6.3.
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Figure 6.7: 1-norm Level Diagram of the Pareto front and set the eight objective
functions used in the MOGA analysis of the speculation X-band weather radar de-
scribed in section 6.2.4 Test Pattern has uniform rain distributed throughout, causing
signal attenuation for each subspace return.
6.3 Preferences
With the objective solutions provided by MOGA, the visualization tools may now
be presented to the decision maker, who may choose to accept the Pareto optimal
design or another of the solutions consistent with the decision maker’s preferences.
These preferences may comprise a set that must be subject to additional procedures
and methods[26]. In the present work we confine ourselves to demonstrating the effect
of an elementary treatment of preferences. We will use method of coloring the Level
Diagrams found in [7]. Coloring allows the results of the analysis and preferences
to be simultaneously displayed across all the Pareto optimal objectives and decision
variables in a way that reflects the decision makers preferences resulting in trade-
offs that are different from the Pareto optimal design. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the
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Figure 6.8: 1-norm Level Diagram of the Pareto front and set for the eight objective
functions of the innovation MOGA analysis with a DM preference of J6 < 1.5%.
Points that satisfy J6 < 1.5% are colored in dark red (dark color), points that do not
satisfy this criterion are in orange (light color). The Pareto optimal point is given by
the light green square.
Level Diagram Pareto front and set of the innovation MOGA analysis with decision
makers’ preferences for BER and Time, respectively. The Pareto points that satisfy
the decision maker’s preference for BER less than 1.5%, J6 < 1.5%, is given by the
dark red (dark color) in figure 6.8. The Pareto points that satisfy the decision maker’s
preference for update Time less than 3 seconds, J7 < 3sec, is given by the dark red
(dark color) in figure 6.9. For reference the Pareto optimal point is given by a light
green square. The addition of preferences to the Level Diagram will be discussed
further in the next section.
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Figure 6.9: 1-norm Level Diagram of the Pareto front and set for the eight objective
functions of the innovation MOGA analysis with a DM preference of J7 < 3sec.
Points that satisfy J7 < 3sec are colored in dark red (dark color), points that do not
satisfy this criterion are in orange (light color). The Pareto optimal point is given by
the light green square.
6.4 Discussion
The method applied to IP1 results in a well formed high dimension Pareto front
yielding the Pareto optimal point close to the ideal point. The 1-norm Level Dia-
grams, shown in figure 6.5, have smooth objectives with well defined minima where
no single objective dominates, suggesting convexity of the Pareto front. Combined
with location of the 1-norm Pareto optimal point to within 25% of the ideal point,
we can characterize the Pareto front as well formed. Therefore, the Level Diagrams
are providing insight into high dimension Pareto fronts when based on information
oriented measures and test patterns.
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The resulting Pareto optimal design vector yielded values, on average, in excellent
correspondence with the actual CASA IP1 design. An agreement between the opti-
mal design vector and IP1 design of within 10% for the scan time is evidence that the
current test pattern is a good representation of a multitask scene. Further indication
is the similarity, within 10%, of the optimal azimuth and elevation beamwidth to
the IP1 design. The Pareto optimal peak transmit power, a relatively outlier at 18%
greater than the IP1 design, is a result of the magnetron transmitter in the IP1 radar
operating below its maximum rated peak power. Although the results exhibit excel-
lent convergence, extending the objective vector to include a reliability/availability
component would likely result in further convergence between the Pareto design and
real case. However, a valid and verified reliability/availability model for the present
case under study has not appeared in the literature. That being the case the method
using the present test pattern accurately models the evolution of CASA IP1 system
without loss of generality in a way that is ready for extension to include non-functional
dependability related requirements
The method automatically adjusts for marginal changes in the objective functions,
enabling interpolation of the Pareto optimal design points yielding insight into system
variants. In order to explore the effects of agility we set the λ2 = 0 in (6.14). The
optimization results in a 13% smaller beam solid angle than the Pareto optimal IP1
adaptive design, causing a 12% increase in information. It also results in a 6x increase
in scan time. The impact of these factors yields an 80% decrease in throughput
compared to the IP1 adaptive Pareto optimal design. With a base price of $170k
and the 10% decrease in peak power, the Pareto optimal IP1 surveillance scan radar
cost is 60% of the Pareto optimal IP1 adaptive scan radar cost. The effect is for the
40% increase in cost of the Pareto optimal IP1 adaptive scan radar there is an 80%
increase in throughput for the same quality of information. The resulting increased
marginal cost per unit throughput at comparable quality for the surveillance scan
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demonstrates that in the present case of mechanical scanning, agile scanning is more
cost effective.
The method is particularly responsive to the emergence of low prevalence salience
in the information objectives, resulting from general changes in the conditions of the
scene, specifying both the subspace and information function affected. Weather radar
systems, particularly CASA type systems, are designed for high consequence situa-
tions, where extreme conditions can occur. A well documented and cited example of a
severe storm[57], show regions of 50dBZ+ precipitation covering ranges of more than
20km. Weather radars operating at X-band frequencies are sensitive to precipitation
and consequently can experience high attenuation in these situations. To illustrate
the extreme conditions, the general parameters of the test pattern are changed to re-
flect uniformly distributed, moderately high precipitation. The information measures
faithful representation of the weather underlying radar science is clearly demonstrated
by the results of the method in this instance. Using the same Pareto optimal design
vector as the non attenuated IP1 adaptive scanning radar, we find the the effect of
the attenuation is to increase the objective for bit error rate, J6, to 3.5%, decreasing
the quality of the information. Increases in the separate terms of the numerator in
(6.6), the individual information bit error rates, are isolated within the results and
range from less than 1% to 17% over the subspaces. The method captures both the
general influence and specific influence of the test pattern variability over the scene.
The method allows the assessment of the innovation relative to the benchmark.
The method provides the benchmark, described in section 6.2.2. Section 6.2.3 defines
the hybrid technology of the innovation as having four panels, each electronically
scanned in azimuth and mechanically scanned in elevation. As shown in table 6.1,
the decision vector of the innovation elevation beamwidth is constrained to 3.5o. The
method results in the innovation completing the scan in 1/13th the time of the bench-
mark. Although the innovation produces 1/3rd the information of the benchmark,
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the innovation throughput is five times the throughput of the benchmark. Table
6.3 shows the information quality,J6, is comparable for both the innovation and the
benchmark. Results show that the hybrid technology of the innovation can achieve
significantly higher throughput with significantly lower information at comparable
quality to the benchmark.
The method allows the assessment of the present state of the actual innovation
relative to the Pareto optimal innovation design. Figure 6.6, shows that the objectives
of Pareto Front are well formed in the vicinity of the Pareto optimal point. The
actual innovation is an emerging phase mechanical design, with specifications given
in section 6.2.3. The black line the θ2 plot in figure 6.6 indicate that the actual
innovation azimuth beamwidth is within 5% of the Pareto optimal design. The peak
power, plot θ3 of figure 6.6, of the actual innovation is 25% below the Pareto optimal
innovation peak power. The Pareto optimal point is the closest point to the ideal on
the Pareto Front, making it a measure of the full potential of the actual innovation.
Therefore, the method gives insight into how close the actual innovation comes to the
Pareto optimal innovation in its present state of development.
The method’s results lead to insight into the modes of operation for adaptive
systems. From table 6.3 the comparison of the surveillance scan Pareto optimal
innovation design to adaptive scan Pareto optimal innovation design result in a 25%
increase in azimuth beamwidth, θ2, for the surveillance scan case. Table 6.3 also shows
that surveillance scan Pareto optimal innovation design has half the agility, given by
θ4. The surveillance scan Pareto optimal innovation design is able to complete ten
times the beam solid scan volume of the adaptive scan, shown in figure 6.2, in only
3x the scan time compared to the scan time of the adaptive scan Pareto optimal
innovation design. The surveillance Pareto optimal innovation design extracts 25%
less information than the adaptive scan Pareto optimal innovation. The information
extracted is of comparable quality. The architecture of the innovation design, defined
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in [36], has the potential to adaptively vary the azimuth beamwidth, electronically.
Therefore, the method illustrates the potential use of the innovation design, with an
adaptive azimuth beamwidth, for surveillance which yields a relatively substantial
amount of high quality information, over a large scan area, in a short amount of time.
The method reveals trends between designs, that are prescriptive. When the
general parameters of the test pattern are changed to include uniformly distributed,
moderately high precipitation, the method results in the decrease of the quality and
amount of information extracted from the scene by the Pareto optimal benchmark.
Under the same conditions, the Pareto optimal innovation returned significantly lower
amounts of information extracted, shown in table 6.3. The quality of the information
also showed a significant decrease, 17% over the scene, and as high as 50% in the indi-
vidual subspaces. The method illustrates a trend between the designs of a breakdown
in the robustness in moderately high precipitation. As a result of the precipitation,
the Pareto optimal innovation showed an increase of 25% in the power and a decrease
in the beamwidth. The change in the Pareto optimal innovation design demonstrates
that the innovation exacerbates the trend of the breaking down of the robustness for
this test pattern. An increase in power and gain of the present state of the systems
will mitigate the breakdown of robustness. The method illustrates, for this particular
situation, the specific design parameters to explore for improving the robustness of
the system.
The present state of the Pareto optimal designs for the benchmark and innovation
cases, underperformed in the presence of uniformly distributed, moderately high pre-
cipitation, summarized in table 6.3. These radar designs are expected to achieve high
quality information in high consequence situations of severe weather. Non-functional
requirements are added to the method to insure the high quality information is ex-
tracted in the representative test pattern. The requirements in the method take the
form of constraints on the individual bit error rates of each subspace. Running the
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method with the representative test pattern produced no innovation designs that
satisfied the constraints. Two approaches can be taken to overcome the issue of at-
tenuation in the uniformly distributed, moderately high precipitation modeled in the
current test pattern. The first is a high level approach, configuring the radar designs
in networks[22], the second is to find a technology that will support the adjustments
to overcome the issue. The second approach is chosen in this paper to demonstrate
the method. The speculation design, described in section 6.2.4 has the potential
to be scaled in both the azimuth and elevation planes, increasing the gain and the
power[56]. It is evaluated against the present test pattern.
The electronic beam steering of the speculative design eliminates inertial ef-
fects of repositioning the beam. The agility constraint is subsequently removed
from the method. The method models the scalability of the speculation design by
expanding the decision variable for power and removing restrictive constraints on
the beamwidths. There are no remaining restrictive functional requirements in the
method. The method results in the Pareto optimal speculation design variables:
peak transmit power of 330W, azimuth beamwidth of 1.1o, and elevation beamwidth
of 1.2o. Table 6.3 shows that the method returns substantially higher amounts of
weather information, J1, J3, J4, than either the Pareto optimal benchmark or inno-
vation designs. The constraints on the individual subspace bit error rates in the
method are reflected in the high quality of the information. The method also yields a
substantially high cost for the Pareto optimal speculation design. The results of the
method demonstrate that the Pareto optimal speculation design, with the appropri-
ately applied constraints, yields a Pareto optimal design producing significantly large
amounts of high quality information at high throughput for a substantial increase
in cost. Establishing that the method facilitates the exploration of the prescribed
changes to evolving systems.
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The cost objective functions of the method can readily be modified to reflect
any higher-level cost models. MOGA simultaneously evaluates each of the objective
function individually. This allows the objective functions to be individually modified
without the need to update subjective weights. Cost models for reliability, maintain-
ability, volume manufacturing, and industrial learning curves, have the potential to
separate the cost of the benchmark, innovation, and speculation technologies. The
method provides isolation from the other objective functions when the cost mod-
els are updated or changed. The integrative property of the information measures
can be used to extend the objective functions to evaluate optimal configurations and
orientations[22]. Siting and network costs for each technology will need to be modeled
for venue specific applications[12]. Incorporating these higher-level cost models into
the method enables the evaluation of the cost effectiveness of different technologies
and configurations in multiple venues.
The method allows the clustering of the Pareto solutions in a way that visually
discloses the decision maker’s preferences. In the method there is a clear separation
of roles: the analyst’s role, at the level of the objective mathematical models, and
the decision maker’s role, at the level outside the objective mathematical models.
The clear separation of roles prevents the decision maker from applying subjective
weights, through preferences, to the objective mathematical models. The application
of subjective preferences to the objective functions can bias the results of the Pareto
Front and Set[77]. The method allow the decision maker to supply explicit and fully
acknowledged preferences only after the Pareto Front and Set are determined.
The method enables the decision maker’s preferences to be put in correspondence
with high dimensional Pareto fronts and sets, assisting the decision maker’s selection.
Figure 6.8 shows the corresponding set of Pareto solutions, colored in dark red (dark
color), to the decision maker’s supplied preference for high quality information. The
theta plots indicate that the preference for high quality of information focuses in
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on a limited subset of the Pareto Set. The decision maker’s preference for low scan
time, shown in figure 6.9, results in a large corresponding Pareto set. The Pareto
set corresponding to the preference for low scan time is only limited by the agility,
θ4. Comparing the figures of the two preferences’ corresponding Pareto fronts for
quality of information, figure 6.8, and scan time, figure 6.9, the objective function
of scan time, J7 gives the points on the Pareto front corresponding to both decision
maker’s preferences. If there where no corresponding points on the Pareto front, the
method can be applied interactively, as illustrated in figure 6.3. The method can
facilitate correspondence between many different, possibly conflicting, decision maker
preferences.
A method to accelerate the evolution in the design of complex, multi-criterion,
information gathering and utilizing systems is presented, applied and appraised. By
abstracting over sensor system estimators and parameters, integrative information
oriented measures are formulated[25, 23, 24]. Applying the measures to objective
functions used in MOGA analyses, non-subjective, Pareto optimal solutions, Pareto
fronts and sets, are calculated for the sensor systems. Test patterns, representative
of the scene, serve as the standard to which the analyses are completed. A new
visualization technique provides an efficient process for decision makers to evaluate
the trade space and visualize preferences to the high dimensionality of the Pareto
front and set.
The method is applied to three weather radar designs providing complex multiob-
jective design problems with evolving specifications and requirements. The results of
the benchmark design MOGA analysis, show that the method is successful in model-
ing the evolution of the complex system by producing a Pareto optimal point within
an average of 10% of the canonical design’s specifications. The subsequent design
analyses demonstrate the methods capability to provide insight into the design space
of emerging technology and the impact of severe weather situations on the trade
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space. The method introduces an efficient way to evaluate and adaptively iterate on
varying modes of weather radar operation using the concept of information through-
put. It promotes the discussion of competing decision makers preferences and how the
coloring of the new visualization technique can bring convergence to the preferences.
The method presents an approach allowing for the acceleration of the evolution
of complex, multi criterion information gathering and utilizing systems. Extension to
higher order models of signal estimators and test patterns in the presence of multiple
weather sensors is of interest to provide insight into design trades over changing
weather conditions and different venues. Specifically, creation of higher order models
of the sensor system and test pattern will facilitate exploration into the trade space of
polarimetric weather radar networks and waveform design for network multifunction
radars. Moreover, the method can be extended to incorporate further decision support
for more complex trade-off analysis that may be required to assess the evolution at
higher levels to support business modeling and planning.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the course of designing new complex engineered systems, where requirements
are evolving and uncertain, spanning multiple domains of expertise, involving mul-
tiple decision makers at multiple levels, the systems engineer is presented with a
difficult task of providing the decision makers with the information needed to sup-
port investment into further system evolution and development. A conceptual gap
is created at this point, where the domain experts pushing the technology through,
for example, signal models and estimators specific to their respective domains, which
are continuously improving, meet the decision makers evaluating various tradeoffs at
higher levels, including, but not limited to, design and socio-economic levels. What is
needed is a set of objective measures that bridge the gap between the various decision
makers and the respective domains of expertise, while still providing the trade space
sufficient to promote the evolution of the engineered system to an overall desired
state. This set of objective measures creates a layer of abstraction, shown in figure
6.1, that provides the interface between the domains. The engineered system in this
case is an ever-evolving complex sensor system.
The methodology formulated in this thesis to bridge the conceptual gap, relies on
a layer of abstraction as shown in figure 6.1, a source of standardization with test
patterns shown in figures 2.1, 3.1, 4.4, and 6.2, and an application that separates out
the subjective analysis from the objective analysis. Information oriented measures,
defined in chapter 2 - 4, are demonstrated to supply the level of abstraction which
captures the estimators and parameters of complex sensor systems. These measures
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are integrative, to allow for characterization of networks of sensors, are applicable
to both experimental and theoretical system characterizations, can be generalized to
enable expansion within the technology and to other information gathering and uti-
lizing systems and technologies, and are objective so that preferences can be added
a posteriori or progressively in the design making process. The information oriented
measures are built on the concept of adaptive channel models that capture the scenes
multiple spatial and temporal distributions. These adaptive channels represent the
interaction between the sensors that make up the engineered systems and the phe-
nomena they are sensing, simultaneously correcting for propagation effects specific
to the sensor. The information oriented measures from the adaptive channel are
then represented in such a way it that can be integrated over any number of sensors,
introduced to the network of sensor systems.
To standardize the measures across multiple engineered sensors we have intro-
duced low order models, referred to as test patterns that sufficiently represent the
weather phenomena of the venue. These low order models can be readily replaced
with increasingly higher order models at the expense of computational power and
time. Higher order models can begin to refine and expand the scene distributions,
characterizing specific venues or introducing new technologies to the sensor system.
Combining the layer of abstraction over the sensor systems, with a standardized
process for evaluating scene distributions, information oriented objective functions
are formulated. These objective functions, given by (6.1) - (6.6), enable the systems
engineer to characterize both single sensor systems and networked sensor systems
at the same level, a characterization that was previously not available. Further,
the information oriented measures and test patterns, combined with multiobjective
genetic algorithms, provide an efficient way to apply these objective functions to
complex sensor systems without introducing subjective weightings. This final step
completes the bridging of the conceptual gap by introducing a tool that enables the
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conversations to converge between decision makers of various domains, and systems
engineers, through an objective exploration of the decision space.
Prior to this methodology, the design of complex sensor systems, such as weather
radars and weather radar networks, was accomplished over years of exploration and
iteration. While this approach has presented the sensor community with a new and
means of weather sensing and prediction [49], it cannot bridge the conceptual gap.
The limitation of this approach is that it only allows for a temporary solution to the
systems engineering problem that will need to be revisited as future requirements
are introduced. The CASA IP1 weather radar network is chosen as a case study
where the information oriented methodology can be applied to a rich, well docu-
mented, complex engineered system [49]. Specifically, the expansive requirements
for these collaborative adaptive sensor systems, resulting from the need to extend
the networks to multiple venues, containing varying weather phenomenon, with a
variety of technologies, mechanical steering, electronic beam steering, and a hybrid
of the two, means that the evolution of these systems will be slowed and will not
meet the ever growing demand of the domain experts [53]. Without any adjustable
parameters, any subjective weighting, and in such a complex design space where a
multiplicity of results could have occurred, the informative methodology of systems
engineering resulted in decision parameters very close to that of the IP1 system, 6.5.
This closeness is due to the methodology capturing the years of evolution seen by the
IP1 system through the information oriented objective functions evolution within the
multiobjective genetic algorithm analysis.
We have shown in this thesis that by introducing integrative objective information
oriented measures, we can define a level of abstraction which captures the underling
sensor estimators and parameters that will bridge the conceptual gap between the
systems engineers, domain experts and decision makers. Not only will the conceptual
gap be eliminated, the design of these complex sensor systems will converge much
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more rapidly, allowing for an acceleration in the evolution of the systems, with the
inclusion of the preferences of decision makers a posteriori to the objective analysis,
hence acknowledging subjective influences. Lastly, the generalized formulation of the
method allows for application to many system engineering design problems that rely
on interactions between known statistical distributions and well-characterized sensors,
which provide information to support decision makers. This generalized formulation
enables convergence across multiple domains, made up of large multi-disciplinary
teams, where system requirements can be expansive or ill defined.
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APPENDIX A
(UN)INFORMATIVENESS[21]
The notion of informativeness used in this thesis emphasizes the value of a hypoth-
esis in the context of some evidence and background information. Informativeness
is thus a socio-economic metric that can be related to information-oriented metrics
which provide units, bits, if we assume Bayesian extensions to logic. However, in seek-
ing a general theory of confirmation as a foundation, one must distinguish between
plausible hypothesis and informative hypothesis. In so far as this thesis is concerned,
we take the pragmatic approach oriented toward the specific situation of interest and
generalize and extend by way of evolution of design. The reader more interested in
the foregoing foundational issues which are outside the scope of the present interest
are referred to[38, 37].
The intuitive notion of informativeness used in the present context follows directly
from the notion of uninformativemess as measured by information entropy. One may
arrive at the information entropy by invoking the Principle of Maximum Entropy
(MaxEnt): ...when we make inferences based on incomplete information, we should
draw them from that probability distribution that has the maximum entropy permitted
by the information we do have[42]. One insight of the present work is that the velocity
information has one constraint: the velocity falls within an interval related to the
pulse repetition rate of the radar. In accordance with MaxEnt, the most reasonable
choice of discrete distribution is uniform, with probability 1
n
where n is the number of
distinguishable states, and the information entropy corresponds to that of a Shannon
noiseless channel [62].
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We are interested here in adaptive generalization of such channels in the context
of learning by rational agents[15]. One may further extend and refine the prior by way
of the more general Principle of Maximum Relative Entropy (Max(r)Ent) by which
both the Principle of Maximum Entropy and Bayes Law are subsumed as special cases.
Here the emphasis is on what entropy does rather than what entropy is, coincident
with the pragmatic orientation of the present work. In this way the prior velocity
interval is measured against a minimum interval delta such that the ratio equals n,
the number of distinguishable states. When the interval equals delta, the information
entropy is zero. A model for delta in this instance is a prior or background that
incorporates what is known, and testable, when the adaptive channel is invoked: the
signal to noise of the underlying carrier integrated over the number of pulses. A least
restrictive and reasonable model of the signal to noise for the N pulse channel in
accordance with Max(r)Ent is one in which the signal is proportional to the number
of coherent samples while the white noise is inversely proportional to the square root
of the number of statistically independent samples.
The information entropy or uniformativeness provides the background against
which the posterior information inferred through the use of estimators associated
with the domain of expertise are used in subsequent observations of a rational agent
through the adaptive channel, thus informing the agent, thereby reducing the unifor-
mativeness and increasing the informativeness.
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APPENDIX B
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
Symbol Description
Ps received signal power
Pt transmit signal power
G antenna gain
λ wavelength
c speed of light
τ pulse width
θ23dB 3dB antenna beamwidth
|Kw|2 dielectric constant of water
Ze Effective Reflectivity Factor
r range from radar
Ir reflectivity information
Ni independent samples
Nc coherent samples
No receiver noise
TD coherence time
PRF pulse repetition frequency
σv spectrum width
σd
Ps
relative standard deviation of the power
AD A/D oversampling
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Irerr reflectivity error bits
I(r+σdPs )
reflectivity information and information error bits
BERr reflectivity bit error rate
Ar reflectivity accuracy
v¯r mean velocity
Psi test charge return power
vri test charge radial velocity
σv spectrum width
|W (r)|2 range weighting
f(θaz − θo, φel − φo) antenna weighting
θaz azimuth off broadside angle
θo azimuth broadside angle
θ3dB azimuth 3dB beamwidth
φel elevation off broadside angle
φo elevation broadside angle
φ3dB elevation 3dB beamwidth
α one way path loss
Ivcap velocity information capacity
vun unambiguous velocity
∆v velocity binwidth
λ wavelength
Ts pulse repetition time
Iv velocity information
σˆv estimated spectrum width
var(vˆr) estimated radial velocity
ρ(mTs) correlation coefficient at mTs sec
M number pulse pairs
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δT−Ts,0 delta Dirac function
var(σˆv) pulse-pair radial velocity variance
Ivˆrerr radial velocity error bits
I(v+var(vˆr)) velocity information and radial velocity error bits
Iσˆverr spectrum width error bits
I(v+var(σˆv)) velocity information and spectrum width error bits
BERvˆr radial velocity bit error rate
BERσˆv spectrum width bit error rate
Avˆr velocity accuracy
Pvˆr velocity precision
γ azimuth angle of the radar ray
φ elevation angle of the radar ray
u x-axis component of the wind field
v y-axis component of the wind field
w z-axis component of the wind field
wt terminal velocity of the precipitation
Avˆrij fusion accuracy of the i
th and jth radars
αi i
th radar ray wind vector projection
Pvˆrij fusion accuracy of the i
th and jth radars
θddij angle subtended i
th and jth radar rays
Vt(r, Ro) tangental component of the TPVM velocity
Vtmax TPVM maximum tangental velocity
Ro TPVM core radius
vm Dual-PRT effective unambiguous velocity
IrXcap reflectivity excess capacity
IvrXcap velocity excess capacity
IfvrXcap(i) velocity fusion excess capacity
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Tsubspace subspace scan time
Baz number of beam positions in azimuth
Bel number of beam positions in elevation
DT beam dwell time
aztB2B azimuth beam-to-beam transition time
eltB2B elevation beam-to-beam transition time
Ttrans total subspace-subspace transition time
aztS2S(s−1,s) azimuth subspace-to-subspace transition time
eltS2S(s−1,s) elevation subspace-to-subspace transition time
∆θS2S(s−1,s) azimuth angular distance between subspaces
azS2S azimuth subspace-to-subspace angular velocity
∆φS2S(s−1,s) elevation angular distance between subspaces
elS2S elevation subspace-to-subspace angular velocity
aztB2B azimuth beam-to-beam transition time
eltB2B elevation beam-to-beam transition time
∆θs azimuth angular distance of subspace
∆φs elevation angular distance of subspace
azB2B azimuth beam-to-beam angular velocity
elB2B elevation beam-to-beam angular velocity
costpower base cost for power
λ1 power cost multiplier factor
excessP ≤ 1 excess power factor
γ1 power cost exponent factor
costagility base cost for agility
λ2 agility cost multiplier factor
excessA excess agility factor
γ2 agility cost exponent factor
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costantenna base cost for antenna
λ3 antenna cost multiplier factor
excessAnt excess antenna factor
γ3 antenna cost exponent factor
κi i
th excess cost constant
geff antenna effective scan gain
go antenna broadside gain
n active reflection coefficient factor
θ′azscan azimuth scan angle
φ′elscan elevation scan angle
θaz3dBeff azimuth effective scan beamwidth
θaz3dB azimuth broadside beamwidth
φel3dBeff elevation effective scan beamwidth
φel3dB elevation broadside beamwidth
Ji(θ) objective function
θ decision vector
J(Θ∗P ) Pareto Front
Θ∗P Pareto Set
Jmaxi maximum for i
th objective function
Jmini minimum for i
th objective function
Jnormi (θ) normalized value for i
th objective function
||Jnorm(θ)||1 1-norm objective vector
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